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THE HI-FI LAW OF DIMINISHING RETURNS 
Ask a Hi-Fi dealer to upgrade your system, and he'll sell you ever more 
expensive bits of hardware, giving you a constantly changing sound, new 
solutions producing more problems which can only be solved with more 
expensive equipment. The harder you try, the more it costs and the less 
satisfying the results. This is the well known Hi-Fi law of diminishing 
returns.We have an alternative: 

THE RATA LAW OF INCREASING RETURNS 
Why buy new equipment when it makes more sense to realise the full 
potential of your existing equipment. Don't replace it, upgrade it; it's 
cheaper. Most equipment can be transformed by us for the cost of a 
dozen CDs. Magic? No - logic! To find out how we do it, ask for our 
1994/95 Catalogue; it provides discussion, analysis and a definitive 
resource of audiophile components and advice on the art of recreating 
music ;n the home. 

Russ Andrews 
Audiophile Catalogue 
Includes : 

• CD Players, Preamplifiers, Disc 

Preamplifiers, Power Amplifiers 

Loudspeakers 

Kimber Kable 

Upgrading Services and Guides 

Audiophile Kits and Components 

Accessories 

Reviews 

1994/95 CATALOGUE 
Russ Andrews 

Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh, Kendal 

Westmorland. LA8 9AS 

England 

Tel: 01539 823247 

Fax: 01539 823317 

To receive your copy of our 1994/95 catalogue 

just mail, phone or fax the address above. 
o 
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HEADPHONE AMPLIFIERS 
Looking to get the best sound from your headphones? We take .1 
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We show you how to get a professional finish on your DIY 
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BILLINGTON GOLD 
VALVES/TUBES 

Long known as specialists in rare tube brands, Billington Export provides a line of premium-grade valves to fill the increasing 
demand for hard-to-find tubes! BILLINGTON GOLD features specially tested valves selected for long life, low microphony and low 
noise. Versions with gold plated pins are available. BILLINGTON GOLD brand comes from a variety of countries around the world. 
We have carefully chosen the best manufacturer for each type, with an emphasis on the highest audio quality and product reliability. 
We stock one million valves including: BRIMAR, GE USA, GEC UK, MAZDA, MULLARD, RCA, RUSSIAN/SOVTEK, SYLVANIA, TESLA, 
TUNGSRAM and other rare brands, as well as sockets and CRTs. 

BILLINGTON GOLD 
2A3 
6L6GC 
12AX7 
300B 
811A 
845 
6550A 
E81CC 
E81CC-01 
E82CC 
E82CC-01 
E83CC-01 
E88CC 
ECC,81 
ECC82 
ECC83 
ECC,88 
EL34 
EL84 
KT66 
KT88 

15.50 
6.45 
5.25 

60.00 
12.00 
33.00 
11.50 
5.25 
9.50 
4.50 
8.50 
8.50 
7.50 
5.25 
4.50 
5.25 
6.90 
9.95 
3.60 
9.50 
18.50 

SOVTEK 

5U4G 
6L6WGC 
6SL7GT 
6SN7GT 
12AX7WA 
12AX7WB 
5881/6L6WGC 

3.60 
6.00 
2.50 
4.95 
3.50 
3.50 
6.00 

RUSSIAN 
6AS7G 
6B4G 
ECL82 

4.50 
27.00 
2.25 

Try us for ALL Russian Valves 

ECC83/12AX7WB 
EF86 
EL34G 
EL84 
GZ34 
GZ34/5Y3GT 

3.50 
POA 
6.20 
1.99 
5.40 
2.90 

CHINESE 

300B Silvertone 
ECC.,88 
EL34 

60.00 
3.90 
7.00 

OTHERS 
6CG7 Yugoslavian 
6X4W Raytheon USA 
5751 ( USE ECC83) 

6.75 
3.60 

6336A Penta USA 
ECC85 Tungsram 

ECL86 Tungsram 

58. 50 
3.30 
3.45 

RARE BRANDS 
3AMP1A Tungsram Hungary 
5C- 450A STC UK 
5R4GY USA 
5Y3GT RCA 
6BH6 RCA 
6L6WGB Sylvania 
6V6GT STC UK 
12BH7A GE 
12E1 STC/ITT UK 
13E1 STC UK 
85A2 Mullard 
807 USA 
5687WA RCA 
6550A GE USA 
CV4003 Mullard UK 
CV4004 Brimai UK 
CV4024 Mullard UK 

DG7-32 Tungsram Hungary 
ECC81 Mullard UK (CV4024) 
ECC82 Mullard UK (CV4003) 
ECC83/ECC803S Tesla 
EF86 GEC UK (CV4085) 
GZ32 Mazda 
GZ37/CV378 Mullard UK 
KT90 Yugoslavian 
PL519 ECG Philips 

32.40 
259.35 

POA 
3.90 
2.48 
15.00 
POA 

11.40 
POA 

135.00 
5.93 
POA 
6.45 

33.00 
POA 
POA 
POA 

32.48 
POA 
POA 

13.13 
POA 
8.00 
POA 

45.00 
5.95 

SOCKETS 
Jumbo 4-Pin for 211 , 845 , etc . 1 1 . 50 
Jumbo 4-Pin, Gold Plated, for 211 24 . 00 
UX4 for 2A3, 300B, 811A, etc . 2.25 
UX4 Large Locking Type for 300B 6. 00 

B5 UK POA 
UX5 McMurdo UK for 807 3. 60 
B7A for 6C33CB 3. 23 
B7G McMurdo UK, chassis, skirted 0. 72 
813 Ceramic 1 5 . 00 
Octal McMurdo UK 1 . 20 
Octal PCB, nylon 2. 70 
Octal PCB, foreign 1 . 20 
B9A for ECC83, EL34, EF86, etc, suitable for pre-amps: - 

- Ceramic, skirted, chassis, screening can; 
Chinese 1.20 
Russian 0.90 

- PCB, gold pins 2.40 
B9D Magnoval , chassis , for PL519 2.25 

We supply sockets for all valves listed in this advertisement 

TOPCAPS 
For 2C34, 807, etc 1.20 
For 12E1, 5B- 254M, PL519 3.60 

MATCHED TESTING 
£2.00 Per Valve (£4.00 per pair) 

All items in stock at time of going to press. Prices in GB Pounds and subject to fluctuation: please check before placing your order. 
We stock over 3000 valve types and 400 types of CRT. Please ask for our free 50 page catalogue of valves and/or our CRT catalogue. 

Payment is accepted by: 
ACCESS, AMERICAN EXPRESS, DEBIT CARD, JCB, MASTERCARD, VISA, Bankers Draft, Bank Telex, Eurocheque and Cheque (UK only) 

MINIMUM ORDER: UK £50.00 + VAT & Carriage. Export £100.00 (US $150.00) + Carriage 

BILLINGTON 
EXPORT LIMITED 

1E GILLMANS TRADING ESTATE 
BILLINGSHURST 

WEST SUSSEX RH14 9EZ UK 

TEL: (0)1403 784961 FAX: (0)1403 783519 
VISITORS STRICTLY BY APPOINTMENT PLEASE 



KIT NEWS 

KIT NEWS 
TOP AUDIO ANALYSER FROM 

KEN WOOD 

Kenwood have announced a new audio 

analyser, the VA2230. Priced at £4800 it 

isn't cheap, but it combines several 

instruments into one to reduce the 

amount of equipment and test leads 

normally found on a test bench (anyone 

who's seen our test bench with over 

twenty measuring instruments and miles 

of cabling will understand the benefits of 

this). The VA2230 Audio Analyser 

combines an audio generator (5Hz-

I 00kHz), AC/DC electronic voltmeter, 

wattmeter, distortion meter, frequency 

counter and signal-to-noise meter. It can 

also be linked to a PC for computer 

controlled analysis and there is optional 

software for frequency response graphs 

etc. All in all, it looks an impressive 

piece of kit, and we hope to bring you a 

short test in one of our future 

supplements. 

Trio-Kenwood UK 

Kenwood House, 

Dwight Road, 

Watford, 

Herts. WD I 8EB 

01923 816444 

PM COMPONENTS 

PM components are continuing to 

expand their range of modern-

manufacture vacuum tubes. New this 

month is the EL34M. Produced using an 

original Mullard EL34 as a reference 

when designing the component parts, 

PM Components hope to have faithfully 

reproduced this classic British valve to 

the highest standard. Price is £25/pair. 

There is also a new EL34 Super, 

priced at £25/pair. It is a more rugged 

EL34 for longer life span. Features 

include a bottom getter for cooler 

running and higher current operation, 

and it is made using a lower temperature 

process to reduce ionization in 

manufacture. This, combined with a high 

vacuum, should make the EL34 Super a 

very efficient valve. 

We saw an early sample of the 

ELI 56 several months ago. Production 

units are now available from PM 

Components. The EL 156 is a high power 

- 50watt anode dissipation - beam 

tetrode for audio output stages. It was 

designed and made (originally) by 

Telefunken of Germany. Howeve -, 

instead of the original and unusual 

German base, PM have opted to use the 

more widely available International Octal 

base, making it easier to implement. 

Price is £75/pair. 

PM Components 

Selectron House, 

Spriighead Enterprise Park, 

Gravesend, 

Kent. 

DAI 1 8HD 

C1474 560521 

NEW TRANSFORMERS AND 

CABLES 

Audio - Links a-e pleased to announce 

that they are now able to offe- a custom 

transformer winding service to 

customers. Audio - Links can wind 

transformers for original designs such as 

the Mullard 5-20 and VVesterr Electric 

VVE•91, as well as helping witF custom 

designs for your own project. They can 

also take the failed transformer from 

your vintage valve amplifier, analyse it 

and wind a modern, high performance 

replacement to give it a new lease of life. 

Call for a cuote. 

Also new is a kit version of Audio - 

Links' "The Green" interconnect. Using 

silver plated OFC copper wire insulated 

with PTFE, The Green usually retails for 

£75. In kit form, including silver loaded 

solder, it is available for £50, a 

worthwhile saving for anyone equipped 

with a good soldering iron and a keen 

eye. 

Audio - Links 

7 Fairmonc Crescent, 

Scunthorpe, 

North Lincolnshire. 

DNI6 IEL 

Tr 01724 870432 

NEW CATALOGUE FROM PV 

PV Tubes have just produced a new 

catalogue, containing a listing of all of the 

valves they stock as well as other 

components for audio, including a range 

of capacitors. This 50page catalogue is 

available for 50p, which should be sent 

with a large SAE to: 

PV Tubes 

104 Abbey Street, 

Accrington, 

Lancs. BB! I EE 

01254 236521 

SPECIAL OFFER SINGLE-

ENDED HEADPHONE AMP 

A special offer to Hi-Fi World readers. 

Hart electronics are reducing the price 

of their Chiara single-ended headphone 

amplifier and associated Adante power 

supply from £ 198.53 to £ 184.92 in kit 

form for any orders placed before 

Christmas. It is also available fully built 

and tested for £284.74 

Hart Electronic Kits 

Penylan 

Oswestry. SYI0 9AF 

01691 652894 
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Vintage Audio 

Valve Data Book 
FED UP WITH TRYING TO FIND THOSE ELUSIVE VALVE 

DATA BOOKS.??? SO WERE WE 

THE SIMPLE FACT IS THEY DON'T EXIST ANYMORE. 

THAT'S WHY WE PRINTED OUR OWN  

NOT ONLY THAT WE DECIDED TO TAKE IT A STAGE 

FURTHER, AND INCLUDED SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS OF 

AMPLIFIERS FROM 3 WATTS TO 500 WATTS, PUSH PULL 

TO SINGLE ENDED. POWER SUPPLIES FROM 150 VOLT 

TO 1500 VOLTS STABILISED. ALL THE DATA YOU NEED IS 

IN THIS BOOK 

THIS BOOK IS INVALUABLE FOR THOSE INTERESTED 

IN THE DESIGN AND BUILDING 

OF VALVE AMPLIFIERS.  

Vintage 
Audio 

e 
AmFlifier Í,,b, ManAl 

TO ORDER YOUR COPY 

© £ 15 PLEASE CALL OR FAX US ON 

(01239) 891448 
do THE POST OFFICE 

EGLWYSWRW, CRYMYCH, 

DYFED, WALES. SA41 3UJ 

(DO NOT SEND ANY MONEY) 
LIMITED QUANTITY PRINTED 

OWTER 
TRANSFORMERS 

Sowter Transformers have been used 

by the Professional Audio Market 

throughout the world for at least the 

last twenty - five years. 

Using modern technology and 

Computer Aided Design we are now 

able to offer a complete design and 

manufacture service. 

Our current lists show a range of 

over 50 output, 70 power 

transformers and nearly 30 chokes. 

E.A. SOWTER LTD 
P.O. BOX 36, Ipswich IP1 2EL 
SEND S.A.E. FOR DETAILS 

Tel: 0473 252794. Fax: 0473 236188 

Connect the dots. 

Introducing The Parts Connection's first complete DIY kit: the 
Assemblage DAC-1 Digital Processor. 

It comes in a small package (24cm x 5cm x 18cm chassis), but packs a 
big punch and a very musical sound. Designed for the rookie or first 
time kit builder, the only tools required are a pencil tip soldering iron, 
a screw driver, a wrench, a pair of electronics pliers, and a wire stripper 
or hobby knife. With only 21 solder joints and a handful of nuts and 
bolts, this kit goes together in one evening ( typically about an hour). 
It's as easy as connecting the dots. 

The parts quality is top notch. The board comes assembled and tested, 
implementing the Burr Brown 1702 DAC, a Crystal 8412 input receiv-
er, an NPC 5813 digital filter, Analog Device's AD844 and 847 op amps 
and a custom potted toroidal power transformer. 

At $449 US, the Assemblage DAC-1 offers an outstanding value in digi-
tal conversion and comes with a- Satisfaction Guarantee (return it with-

in 30 days of purchase for a full refund) and an Assembly Guarantee 
(if you can't get it running, we will!). We challenge you to find a DAC 
anywhere near this price with better measured performance, compo-
nent quality, and most importantly, sound quality. Call us for more 
specific information on the performance or construction features. 

To order the DAC-1 kit or to order The Parts Connection 1994 Catalog 
(for £3), full of a lot of other exciting stuff ( including a $ 10 US discount 
coupon good on your first order over $ 100 US), send us your request 
and mailing address - or call with credit card information. 

THE PARTS 
A CONNECTION` 

USSEMBLR GE 

2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6H 5T4 

Telephone 0101-905- 829-5858 Facsimile 0101-905-829-5388 

A DIVISION OF SONIC FRONTIER. INC 

ZE 

Toll Free Order Line 1-800-769-0747 ( U.S. & Canada only) 
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WORLD AUDIO DESIGN K6L6 INTEGRATED 

K6L6 VALVE AMPLIFIER 
by Noel Keywood 

T
his amplifier was conceived in 
direct response to your requests 

for an inexpensive design. But we 

failed - to make it cheap, that is! A cheap 

cheapy means performance compromise, 

which contradicts the basic thrust of 

high fidelity, a pursuit of perfection. So 

here's a 35watt per channel integrated 

valve amplifier that as a kit costs £295, 

but as an amplifier is quite specialised. 

Our basic design brief demanded the 

use of inexpensive valves of course. The 

tried and trusted 6L6 was our 

preference. This is a beam tetrode, 

designed by RCA for audio use. It 

delivers good power and excellent audio 

performance, but costs little, so 

replacement after a few years carries no 

fear. Russia and China manufacture them 

today in quantity, so availability is not a 

problem either. 

To match a good range of modern 

commercial speakers, including ones of 

mediocre sensitivity, power output 

needed to be 30watts or more, we felt. 

Pure Class A was out, because at this 

power the amplifier would stream heat 

and transformer ccsts would r se if we 

were to meet our usual criterion of 

cool-ish running in the tropics (our kits 

are popular in Singapore, Hong Kong 

and Malaysia). So the new K6L6 amplifier 

is a Class A/B push-pull design -unning 

substantially in Class A. Although 

nominally rated at 35watts, this is 

conservative. It hits 40watts at a few 

percent distortion. 

A moderate amount of feedback has 

been used to keep output impedance 

low, again to ensure good speaKer 

matching. Also, as usual we've optimised 

performance at around 612, giving good 

power transfer and low distortion to a 

large major ty of 8ohm loudspeakers. In 

the mid-band, distortion hovers around 

0.02%; this is a low distortion amplifier. 

There's no point in making a budget 

power amp, cos then the preamp will 

hike the overall system cost, so K6L6 

had to be integrated, with input selector 

and volume control. This amplifier has a 

lot of gain, so it has a high input 

sensitivity of 220mV - low enough to 

match any signal source. Anyone wanting 

to use a record deck will need to add an 

external phono stage. 

A lot of the cost of a valve amplifier - 

any amplifier in fact - lies in the 

casework and transformers. All the 

same, we didn't consider offering an 

urpunched chassis for the sake of 

cheapness. We expect our kits to have a 

professional finish, not look like battered 

HI-FI WORLD SUPPLEMENT NOVEMBER I 995 11 



WORLD AUDIO DESIGN K6L6 INTEGRATED 

Cocoa tins. A lot of cost saving lies in a 

new form of chassis construction 

devised for K6L6 that's simple to 

manufacture, yet strong, safe and neat in 

appearance. It's a two-part "clamshell" 

design that dispenses with welded & 

buffed corners. Most of the circuit is 

built onto a printed circuit board with 

component positions printed on, to 

simplify assembly. 

The chassis comes powder coated 

for durability and longevity; powder coat 

is baked on in an oven, dispelling 

moisture, so it survives better in humid 

climes than plating or paint. As always, 

we have used heavy 16 gauge steel, and 

the chassis comes screen-printed front 

and rear, so it looks and feels 

professional. The bottom section 

ensures high voltages cannot be touched, 

but bear in mind that the output valves 

run hot enough to cause a burn, so 

young children and pets shouldn't be 

allowed close. 

The ever important power supply 

uses a toroidal transformer for cool, 

efficient running and low external hum 

field. This feeds a bridge rectifier built 

from fast diodes, which give cleaner 

switching free from sharp transition 

glitches. The bridge feeds a reservoir 

capacitor of 500pF, comprising stacked 

1000pF units to give 800V working, 

fitted with bleed/balancing resistors. This 

gives such a quiet H.T. line that hum and 

noise come mainly from the input valves, 

because of the large amount of gain that 
follows them. To get hum right down to 

negligible levels we found it essential to 

use a d.c. supply to the input valve 

heaters. 

We took note of a new ruling by the 

E.C. against the use of 4mm loudspeaker 

plugs, because they can be inserted into 

European mains outlets. It would be 

more sensible if others used the British 

shuttered 13A socket, because children 

can't poke wire, metal knitting needles 

or heaven knows what else into them, 

but since rewiring Europe would 

probably be more expensive than 

German reunification, it's hi-fi amps and 

'speakers that must change. 

We've opted to use XLR 'speaker 

connectors, female on the amp so the 

output terminals cannot be touched. 

They're not dangerous, swinging just 

20V or so, but because amps of 100W 

or more must in future have protected 

outputs ( E.C. rules again) we thought 

we'd fall in line. The 'speaker cable must 

have a sheathed male plug at the 

amplifier end. Ideally, a female XLR plug 

should be used at the other end, but I 

suspect most U.K. DlYers will use 4mm 

plugs, because all speakers are so 

equipped. 

Talking of safety, do remember that 

anything over about 100V is potentially 

lethal. K6L6, like any valve amp, runs at a 

very high 500V and is potentially 

hazardous during the final testing stage 

(it meets BS4I5 safety requirements). If 

you do not know about safety 

precautions or are at all uncertain of 

your abilities, then we do not 

recommend you build it - it's as simple 

as that! Get someone experienced and 

knowledgeable to build it or at least test 

it. Electricians are a good bet, as is your 

local TV repair man. Speak to them first 
to agree costs though, since building will 

take 8-12 hours, testing 1 hour or so, 

but fault finding and rectification 

unspecified hours! 

K6L6 THEORY OF OPERATION 

by designer, Andy Grove. 

The K6L6 circuit is straightforward, 

similar to the ubiquitous Mullard 5.20, 

but with some refinements to 

improve performance. 

The input valve, VI, is a 6AU6 low 

noise R.F. pentode. It is configured as 

a high gain, single-ended amplifier 

stage with R5 as its anode load and 

R7/C3 as part of the H.F. 

compensation to maintain feedback 

stability. The input grid (g I) is 

connected via a grid stopper R2 (to 

prevent parasitic instability). VRI is 

the volume control with R 1 as a 

precautionary measure to ground gl 

in case VR1's wiper contact fails. The 

screen grid (g2) is supplied by R6 with 

C2 to bypass any audio signal to the 

Screen grid 
biassed 

to ground 

BA LEY CIRCUIT (Wireless World, Sept. 1962) 
Fig.1 

Screen grid 
biassed 

to cathodes 

GROVE CIRCUIT ( Hi-Fi World. Nov.1995) 
Fig, 2 
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±  
Wires c ossing Wires joining 

R2,17 8 20 are Gnd 
Stoppers; wire hard up 

to valve pin. 

C3 
220p 
630V 

Cin 
50-100nF 

e l 

INPUT 

• 

C11 
68p 
450V 

VR1 
250k 
log 

\ INPUT 
GROUND 

R7 
10k 

MA/ 

V1 
6AU6 

Cl 
2,200p 
10V 

R3 
10 
0 5W 

260V 

R5 
100k 
05W 

95V 

R25 
100k 

R6 

0 
270k 5W 

R8 
1M 
0 5W 

C2 
o 22µ 
400V 

K6L6 CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 

cathode. R4 is the cathode bias resistor 

and C I /R3 are LF feedback 

compensation componen:s. 

The second stage and phase splitter 

(V2) is an ECF80 triode pentode valve 

with the pentode section (V2a) direct-

coupled to V I's anode, at approximately 

95V D.C. under quiescent conditions. 

The triode section's (V2b) input grid 

(g1) is connected to VI's anode via R8 

but all audio signals are bypassed to 

ground by C4, effectively nolding it at 

around 95V D.C. V2a's and V2b's 

cathodes are connected together and to 

ground by RI3 and RI4 which define 

V2's total cathode currents. V2b's anode 

load is R9 with RIO and R II in series to 

give the correct load for V2a for 

accurate A.C. balance. RI2 supplies 

V2a's screen grid (g2) and C5 A.C. 

couples to the common cathode 

connection. 

Capacitors C6 and C7 block D.C. 

and couple the audio signal via grid 

stoppers R17 and R20 to the grids of 

the 6L6 beam tetrode OUtD1.1t valves, V3 

and V4. Resistors RI5 and RI6 hold the 

All 
3.3k 
0.5W 

R10 
47k 
1W 

ECF80 6 

0 221.1 
400V 

R12 
68k 
05W 

DC VOLTAGES 
(10MS2 Meter) 

R23, 750 0 5W 

II  

C6 
lu, 400V 

C5 
0.68u 
2501 

1 J, 400V 

101. 1W 

R15 
470k 
0.5W 

R16 
470k 
0.5W 

Ground 

R22 
C10 100, 0.5W 

4.7n, 63V 

grics to ground at D.C. Resistors RI8 

and RI9 are V4 and V3's cathode bias 

resistors which are bypassed by C8 and 

C9 with regard to A.C. ZD I ." 2) causes a 

voltage drop of 2x68V from tae main 

H.T. line for safe operation of the screen 

grids of V3 and V4, and R21 it. a 

common stopper resistor to prevent 

parasitic oscillation. The anodes of V3 

and V4 are connected to the output 

trarsformer and feedback is taken from 

the secondary via R22, R23 and CIO, 

which are compensation components. 

The main power supply uses a 

capacitor input filter and R24, C12, R25 

and C 11 lower the voltage frc m the raw 

supply and filter it further for the low 

level stages. 

The heater supply is a normal 6.3V 

A.C., except for the input valves, which 

are red D.C. to minimise hum. 

There are some unusual features in 

this amplifier which need some extra 

explanation. Firstly the phase ≤.plitter 

circuit is somewhat unconvenrional but 

bears some similarity to the Radford 

type designed by Dr. A.R. Bailey. It uses 

V4 
6L6GC,...1 %\ 

3.3k, 0.5W 

2 x ZD1 
68V, 5W 

R1S C8 
560 470p 
7W 63V 

Ground 

R13 R14 
6k8 1W 6k8 1W R19 

560 
7W 

3 3k, 0 5W 

V3 
6L6GC 

09 
470µ 
63V 

Feedback 

R21 
100 
0.5W 

Ground 

H.T. 505V 

OUTPUT 
TRANS-
FORMER 

L1 

a triode-pentode valve for improved 

electrical performance, in place of the 

Mullard 5.20's double-triode . The 

problem with the conventional double-

triode phase-splitter is it's high input 

capacitance caused by the Miller effect. 

This causes H.F. loading on the input 

valve and reduces bandwidth, making it 

very difficult to use appreciable amounts 

of negative feedback without instability 

due to the phase shifts incurred. A 

pentode has a very low input 

capacitance and high gain due to the 

shielding effect of the screen grid. This 

means that the loading on the input 

valve is greatly reduced, increasing 

bandwidth and decreasing troublesome 

phase shift!». 

In the original Bailey/Radford circuit 

a pentode replaces the first triode of the 

Mullard type cathode-coupled phase-

splitter, bu: it's capabilities are not fully 

exploited. Fig I shows the Bailey circuit. 

Here the screen bypass capacitor C 1 is 

connected to ground. This means that 

the drive voltage for the triode section 

(which appears at the common cathode 

SU 

 • 
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20.00 
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15.00 
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WORLD AUDIO DESIGN K6L6 INTEGRATED 

connection) causes not only feedback 

into g2 but also increases the input 

capacitance, because g2 is grounded to 

A.C. but g I is not. 

To overcome these drawbacks I 

have connected the capacitor to the 

cathode connection (see Fig 2). This 

means that g2 and the cathodes now 

have the same A.C. voltage on them. 

This removes the unwanted feedback 

mechanism, increasing gain, but it also 

reduces the capacitance between the 

input g I and g2, widening bandwidth and 

reducing phase shifts. This allows 

substantial feedback to be applied 

without instability, even with highly 

capacitive loads like electros:atic 

speakers. 

Feedback was tried at var ious levels, 

both for measured performance and 

audio quality. It was found that, in this 

design, greater feedback at high 

frequencies, as long as good stability and 

square-wave performance could be 

maintained, gave a cleaner and sweeter 

quality. This could be due to the 

decrease in distortion and better 

transient response. The special LF 

feedback networks gave a cleaner and 

faster bass quality. 

The H.F. compensation networks 

R7/C3 and R23/C I 0/R22 are quite 

ordinary, but the L.F. compensation is 

somewhat unusual. At 

medium to high audio 

frequencies the 

reactance of C I is 

negligible so the 

feedback is determined 

by R3. As the frequency 

decreases the reactance 

of C I increases, 

increasing the feedback 

at L.F. but maintaining 

stability. This gives the 

amplifier excellent 

control over the 

speaker at low bass 

frequencies and reduces 

bass distortion. A.G. 

H T 
500V d.c. 

Fuse 350mA 
fast blow 

OV 

•  

Bridge Rectifier Toroida 
(BYV96E fast, soft recovery diodes) mains transformer 

526 
68k 
1W 

R27 
68k 
1W 

C13 
100011, 400V 

C14 
10005, 400V 

•  
6.3V a.c. 
heaters 

•  

•  
4. 6.3V d.c. 

heaters 
(V1) 

•  

C15 
  10,00011, 15V 

14-14-

\AA/ R28, 2i2. 1W 

Power Mains 
switch plug 

VDR I 
250V I 
25J 

Fuse 
2A 

slow blow 

N 

529, 100 E 

H-
C16, 0.2211 

K6L6 POWER SUPPLY 

BUILDING K6L6 

Home constructors making their own 

amplifier from our transformer set and 

board will face the task of constructing a 

chassis. Those buying a complete kit get 

a fully punched, finished and printed 

I 6gauge steel chassis that meets normal 

industry standards, except that it is less 

flimsy than most. 

Key points to bear in mind, 

especially for those that build their own 

chassis, are safety, thermal behaviour 

and hum susceptibility. An earthed metal 

chassis should be used, ours conforming 

to BS415 requirements to ensure live 

parts are not accessible from outside. 

Remember that the 505volt H.T. line is 

potentially lethal and poses a threat 

during final tests. This is the time to be 

very cautious. 

Copious top and bottom venting 

should be used to ensure a good flow of 

air through the amplifier. In particular, 

the cathode resistors run hot, al:hough 

they dissipate only I . 8watts in this 

design, so not very hot. We put vents 

above and below as a matter of good 

practice to ensure thermal convection 

take place, preventing heat build up 

inside the chassis. The large toroidal 

mains transformer runs relatively cool. 

Our experience has shown that high 

gain valve amplifiers are incredibly 

sensitive to hum fields. The input valve's 

entire operating environment needs to 

be considered and hum fields must be 

kept well away from it - any closer than 

4in for a A.C. cable is too close!. For 

example, in VI even the input valve 

heater feeds introduced hum, so we 

used D.C. heaters to eliminate it. Star 

earthing should be used and hum loops 

avoided. Avoid sharing earths, espezially 

the returns used for the bridge rectifier 

and the output valve cathodes, both of 

which carry heavy signal currents. 

The input capacitor Cm n is for d.c. 

blocking and also for subsonic roll-off 

below 20Hz. The 50nF value will 

introduce attenuation below 20Hz (-3dB 

at I 3Hz) and is the best choice for clean 

bass. No valve amplifier can swing large 

subsonic signals, distorting instead, so 

it's best to block them in this fashion. It 

is also wise not to assume sources will 

be free of D.C. on their output. 

We have biassed the output stage to 

accept inexpensive Russian Edicron 

6L6GC valves. If Golden Dragon 6L6s 

are used it is possible to get a little 

more power by removing one of the 

zener diodes (ZD1). Voltage drop 

across RI8/19 should rise to 35V or so. 

There are differing views about the 

use of grid stoppers to prevent 

instability. Ideally, they should be left 

out, but in practice this can result in 
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WORLD AUDIO DESIGN K6L6 INTEGRATED 

oscillation with some particular samples 

of a valve. For safety we use them, but 

home constructors may like to 

experiment with their removal. 

The are some common and 

recurrent build difficulties. Any channel 

that 'motorboats' (low frequency 

instability that produces a very loud 

drone) has its feedback the wrong way 

around. Reverse the feedback 

connection on the output transformer 

secondary. When checking remember 

that the amplifier is stable without 

feedback and should not motorboat in 

this state, although it will have excessive 

gain and seem to have hum and noise 

until feedback is connected. 

Poor soldering and wire layout are 

not uncommon too, we fine. Keep all 

high level signal lines in the output stages 

away from input lines to prevent mutual 

induction and possible instability. All 

input lines on this amp must be kept 

away from mains and heaters; they are 

unusually sensitive, being of high 

impedance, and must be screened. 

Beware of running cables alongside each 

other or in looms - they may interact. 

Watch out for dry joints when 

soldering, another common problem. A 

joint might appear made, but in fact it 

will 'dry' and be making poor or no 

contact, because of movement whilst the 

solder was cooling. Inspection, 

continuity testing and pulling at wires 

have to be used to spot this mistake. 

Finally, electrolytic capacitors must be 

inserted the right way around and their 

polarity marking correctly identified. 

Usually, can is negative, black end 

positive and negative is the pole 

identified on the side. NK 

SOUND QUALITY 

K6L6 is a high feedback design, and 

shows all the hallmarks of this in its 

sound quality. The sound stage is 

tightly defined and well ordered, 

images sounding clean and free of 

grain. Where K6L6 scores is in clarity 

and detail. It has all of the openness 

through the midrange and sweetness 

of treble that any good valve design 

should be capable of. 

Bass is tight and powerful, 

unflustered by strong dynamics, shown 

well by the powerful bass guitar on 

Soundgarden's 'The Day I Tried to 

Live'. The notes really punched out, 

underpinning the track with a firm 

foundation. K6L6 copes with awkward 

loads well too, an advantage of 

feedback, driving a wide variety of 

loudspeakers and always producing 

stable and tuneful bass. 

Where K6L6 shows its best 

colours though, is with female vocals 

and strings, where its dry and 

analytical nature urges detail to the 

fore. The Cranberries' Dolores really 

shone on ' Daffodil Lament', vocals 

clear and forward pushing out into the 

room. Valves just can't be matched. 

DB 

K6L6 PARTS LIST 

RESISTORS 

R 1 

R2 

R3 
R4 

R5 
R6 

R7 

R8 

R9 

RIO 

RI 1 

R12 

R13, 14 
RIS, 16 

RI7 
R18, 19 

R20 

R2I, 22 
R23 

R24 

R25 

Power supply 

R26, 27 

R28 

R29 

VR I 

Cin (D.C. block) 

C 1 

IM, 0.5W 

I k, 0.5W 

I 0, 0.5W 
lk, 0.5W 

100k, 0.5W 

270k, 0.5W 

10k 0.5 W 

IM, 0.5W 

68k, I W 

47k, I W 

3.3k, 0.5W 

68k, 0.5W 
6k8, I W 

470k, 0.5W 

3.3k, 0.5W 

560, 7W 

3.3k, 0.5W 

100, 0.5W 
750, 0.5W 

10k, I W 

100k, I W 

68k, I W 

212,1W 

100SI, I W 

250k, dual, log. 

50n/63V 
2200p, 10V 

C2 

C3 
C4 

C5 
C6, 7 

C8, 9 

CIO 
CI I, 12 

C13, 14 

C15 

C16 

0.22p, 400V 

220p, 630V 

0.22p, 400V 

0.68, 250V 
I p, 400V 
470p/63V 

4.7n, 63V 

68p, 450V 

I 000p, 400V 

I0,000p, I 5V 

0.22n, 250V 

2x ZD I zener diode, 68V,5W 
H.T. Bridge Diodes 4 x BYV96E 

Heater Bridge 

VI 

V2 
V3,4 

I A, 50V 

6AU6 

ECF80 
6L6GC 

L 1 toroidal output transformers 

L2 toroidal mains transformer 

K6L6 SPECIFICATION 

Class A/B, push-pull stereo power 

amplifier using 6L6GC output valves. 

Power 

Distortion 
Separation 

Noise (CCIR) 

Sensitivity 

35W/ch. 

0.02% 

60dB 
-103dB 

220mV 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON K6L6 AND ORDERING 

DETAILS, PLEASE SEE PAGE 82 IN THE MAIN ISSUE. 
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AUDIO NOIE 
Trie increase in interest in an hinds single-encied especially tse 

tnode non-feedback variety, is now so great that even the 

mainstream valve manufacturers are about to follow surt SO if you 

are looking for a single-ended product beware of the false prophet. 

who speaks of things he does not believe in, until it becomes 

financially expedient or downright necessary to have a single-

ended amplifier in the program. So whether you are building a 

single-ended amplifier yourself, or looking to buy a manufactured 

single-ended product please remember that it was AUDIO NOTE, 
who, in the face of the usual industry hype about continual 

"progress', brought this technology to the attention of press. 
public and general audio industry alike not because it would lend 

a quick buck to the purse, but because we firmly believe that it ts a 
superior way of amplifying any music signal, and therefore 

deserves to be resurrected as the preferred technology for anyone 

who want the genuine aestetics and beauty of real music 

reproduced in their home 

Now that we stand on the boundry of this, the brave new" 

world of 1920's circuitry. we note with interest the number of 
manufacturers who have manufactured valve amplifiers for many 

years, but who only now have -chscovered" the value of the single-

ended stage and who in the past have been the strongest 
proponents of the high power "high quality" valve amplifier, watch 

them. as they now for commercial gain embrace the world of high 

loudspeaker efficiency and single-ended triode amplification and 
then draw your own conclusions about their sincerity and 

competence in overall knowledge of the technology of Audio. 

AUDIO NOTE were first and remains the last word in sonic quality 

if you appreciate music properly reproduced 
To enhance your ability to design and manufacture your own 

special version of any of the single-ended circuits being discussed, 

whether old or new, we will continue to expand en what is already 
the most extensive range of ultra high quality components that the 

discerning -clo-rt-yoursef valve amplifier enthusiast can use to 

construct any single-ended or (shame on yout) push pull amplifier, 
whether node or pentode All of these pans are used in vanous 

models of the manufactured line of the AUDIO NOTE amplifiers 

These components include mostly specially made items like ceramic 

valve bases with either silver or gold plated pins, paper in oil 

aluminium foil signal capacitors. copper 8 silver foil signal 

capacitors. Black Gate graphite electrolytic capacitors, actecorrosive-

free silver solder, copper and silver wired audio output transformers, 

non-magnetic tantalum resistors, non-magnetic RCA and speaker 

terminals, valves and many other useful bits and pieces for 
upgrading old or constructing new valve amplifiers 

All prices are excluding UK Vat at 17 50% which, if you live 

inside the EEC. UK Vat will be added to your purchase, after the 

addition of postage and packing costs 

We accept VISA. Mutercard. Assns. Diners. and Amu to 
pay this way. we will need your address card no with start and 
expiry dates, you can also pay by bankers draft, Euro cheque or 

cheques drawn on a UK bank account Please note that there is a 
minimum charge on credit card transactions of £20 00 

Delivery is normally about 14 days from receipt of cleared 

funds but please allow up to 60 days for some items if not stock 
at the time or order 

If any of you reading this have possession of any books which 

contain information relevant tsoie subject of Audio Design and 
which would be useful to share with others, please let us know either 
by fax or telephone, there is an award of C20 00 (payable in valves or 

other bits, postfreel to anybody who sends us a book which contains 

useful information about valve amplifier design or theory 

CIRCUITS. VALVEDATA & BASIC TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

If you would like some suggestions which to base a future 

project around, then we shall be happy to provide you with a 
circuit pack containing good circuits like ONGAKU. 
KEGON/KASSAI. NEIRO, GAKU-ON plus several other power 
amplifier circuits and the M7Tube pre-amplifier, which is the best 

pre-amplifier circuit we have come across Just send a stamped 
sea addressed Mstze envelope, together with 5.00 pounds in 

small denomination UK stamps, or if you live outside the UK USE 
15 00 in S bills will do. please do not send Bankers Drafts in USS, 

International Response Coupons or International money orders as 

they cost more to cash than their value 
We have a large number of requests for the circuits of the 

AUDIO NOTE UK-made amplifiers, like OTO Phono SE. Mt Phono, 

MEISHU. SOBO etc and since we ( unlike the majority of our 
talented competitors) do not have any secrets in this department, 

and are only too pleased to help cet end the envelope of knowledge 
in this much maligned field, we shall be happy to send you or any 

existing or prospective competitor, one or more circuit 
dragrams.they cost £5 00 each. or you can buy for example all 

phono-tritegrated amplifiers, for £30 00 (S 50 00), or all Line-

integrated amplifiers for £25 N. all pre-amplifiers for £20.00 (S 

35 00). or simply a complete circuit pack for f50 Ob. IS 80 00) All 
can be paid either by credit card, cash, bankers draft or cheque 

drawn on a UK bank, the cost includes postage 

We can also supply a set of data sheets for the most commonly 

used valves, ECC82. ECC88/6922. 12AY7/6072A 
7025/12AX7WA/ECC83, 6567, 3008. 211/VT4C. 845, EL34/6CAT 

2A3, 604, 5U4G, GZ34/5AR4. EL84/6805, 6V6GT. SLOG. 

5881/6L6WGC/KT66 Again send a stamped self addressed A4 
envelope together with f4 DO in small denomination stamps or it 

outside the UK another USS 15 00 will suffice. 
Since nothing really exists which gives a reasonable 

background to the sublet of valve amplifier circuit design, Guy 
Adams and I have written and assembled a number of articles and 

extracts from old books which give some background to the 

subiect. do not expect to become an instant expert but it will serve 
as a useful reference, for the beginner as well as the more 
advanced, we have expanded this info- pack to include even more 

useful information, so if you have already bought the old pack, lust 

send £2 00 or USE 5.00. For the full pack a small charge is 

required, this time 7 00. in small denomination stamps with a 
stamped sell addressed envelope, or outside the UK, please send 

USS 25 DO. 

We do accept a UK cheque or bankers draft in Pound Sterting for 

the above charges as well, lust convert the USS amounts to StertIng 

at $ 1 70 to the Pound after you lave rounded up to nearest $ 500 

SOUND PRACTICES . 

If you are seriously interested in the subiect of valve amplifier 

design, without the usual preconceived notions of what is "good" 

amplifier design and technology ( the traditional view which has 

brought us the blessings of the transistor amplifier, has obviously 

disqualified Ilse quite monumentally'), then SOUND PRACTICES 

is the magazine to read, here you will find articles about design 
parameters. DIY articles for amplifiers and speakers. reviews of 

new and old, in other words the very subjects that none of the 

seffserving advertising led traditional press will touch as they do 

not enhance the business of their normal adverfisers You can buy 

SOUND PRACTICES from us at £5.00 per copy (there are currently 
5 issues available) or by subscription from SOUND PRACTICES P. 

O. Box 180562, Austin, TX 78718, USA. A regular modern world 

bargain and there are practically none of those in Audio today 
With enough subscnbtion support SOUND PRACTICES may just 

bring about the sound practices that the hit' industry has 

abandoned for so long So gel a subscriptioni! 

By the time you read this SOUND PRACTICES issue 8 should be 
HERE, so this should keep you off the street for the next weekend' 

Buy a copy for [500v postage ( or self addressed envelope with 

order if you five in the UK). contains the following articles, Blue 

Thunder DIY TAD and Focal Hom System from Zurich. The 

Lowther-Voigt Legacy. Jorn the Club Lowther Clubs by Joe Roberts, 
The Reichert 3006 Amplther by none other than Herb Retchert', 

Homebrew Gallery. Photos of Readers Projects and Systems. 
Rejuvenating Old Triodes, New Russian Triodes, A Screen Due 

Driver Stage. A Cathode Follower/Bndge Amplifier and much more! 

Much good and Informative reading as usual. again [5.00v an 
A4 size stamped self addressed envelope if you live in the UK or 

USE 10 00 and a self addressed envelope if you live abroad 

POSITIVE FEEDBACK. 

This is one type of feedback Mat we are not entirely agarnsti 

Positive Feedback is the club magazine for the Oregon Triode 

Society with aspirations towards greatness not unlike the great 
underground magazines of the 1970S It is a quarterly publication 

of zany, controversial commentary, by in-house writers. members, 
as well as various industry doyens on the subjects of music, 

audio, technology and the quest for musical sattsfaction. I for one. 
think it is an excellent read and provides a good alternative view to 

most of the established press, which tends to view the world in the 

context of what new products is available right now, without giving 
much perspective backwards Posfive Feedback latest issue is just 
off the press and is available at £6 fl'' ssue 

AUDIO NOTE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 

We are in the W... ',ur separate ranges of 

Audio Note output transformers, murder to offer the best possible 
outputs al different pricepoints, they will fall into four categories, 

A ) Economy range, where the price/quality relationship is carefully 

calculated to ensure audio quality in a compact package, initially we 
will only be offering 3 single-ended output transformers in this 

range. push-pull outputs are under development, but do net expect 

to see any on this side of August 1995 

BI Mid- price range. which are the output transformers already on 
offer, we have made a couple of additions to Mrs range, since the 
last list. 

C.) High Quality range this will be a range of double C-core outputs 
for single-ended circuits exclusively, no push-pull outputs will be 

offered. unless demand requires it Again 3 offerings initially 

D.) Super High Quality range, all- silver wired outputs of the best 

possibly quality. when I say best possible. Ido not mean to say 

that these silver outputs will be as good as the silver output 
transformers handwound by Audio Note in Japan, they won't, but 

then again they do not carry the price tag either! 

The qualify criteria for group A are 20Hz to 20KHz -1 to - 1.5dB, 

they are IE cored with silicon steel laminations and are supplied 

with trames and solder tags which will allow good audio quality at 

the cost The main cost saving being the use of a smaller core, 
specified to the exact power level required, rather than 
overspecrtying by 50 or 100%. as we do on Group B. the winding 

quality and copper wire is the same 
Group 8 are typically 20Hz to 40KHz minus 1 5d13. IE cored with 

high quality silicon steel laminations, wound with oxygen-free 
copper wire and supplied with either bell-ends or frames always 
wrth flying leads 

Group C are typically 12Hz to 70KHz minus 1 5dB, stripwound 

double C-cores made from the best available silicon steel 

lamination, these outputs will compare more than favourably with 
the best available types from days gone by and from other current 

sources like Partridge. Tango, Tamura etc 

Group D use ANdlo Note silver wire, need I say more?? 

Specifications. 
PP = Push- Pull PPP = Parallel Push- Pull SE = Single-ended. 

PSE = Single-ended Parallel UL signifies 43% uffralinear taps as a 

general rule we do not condone the use of UL-taps as we consider 

these detriment to sound quality '• Dynaco replacement 

All primary impedances are calculated for Class A operation. 
with the main consideration given to maximum dynamic power 

transfer ability and minimum distortion, rather than meaningless 

steady state sine- or squarewave conditions. 
All our single-ended output transformers are arrgapped, and the 

maximum standing current allowed before saturation is shown in 
column 5 

All our output transformers are tested to insulation levels of 

minimum 3.000 volts, all 211/845 outputs are insulated to 5Kv 

flash every transformer is tested to this level of insulation 
We generally overspecrly our transformers by 50% power in 

Push- Pull (which means that a transformer stated as 25 watts will 

allow about 35-38 watt peaks. our single-ended outputs are 

generally over specified by 100%, which means that they will 

instantaneously allow peaks of double the given maximum power 

through undistorted, this is necessary due to the better clipping 

behaviour of the single-ended stage. 

We do not give any further technical information on our output 

transformers, as we do not wish to take part in technical 

competitions. our products are designed to criteria which are and 
will be understood once they are listened to, 

In addition to the output transformers offered below. we offer a 

design servIce, where we can supply almost any requirement for 

vadeband transformers whether for microphones moving coil 

cartridges fine input, phase splitter. Interstages, driver or power 
output, we design and manufacture prototypes in-house, the cost 

for the paper design is £200.00. prototype cost is calculated on a 
per case basis We can also produce production quantifies 

Sizes are given as Width/Height/Depth, where depth is the 
depth of the coil itself and width is the length of the core 

AUDIO NOTE AUDIO QUALITY OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
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The AUDIO NOTE silver wired outputs fisted here are designed 

and made in the UK, we can supply the AUDIO NOTE Japan 
manufactured outputs for the ONGAKU. KAGEKI, GAKU-ON or the 

KEGON , but they are exceptionally expensive, as you would expect 
from items that take upwards from 100 hours each to make, for 

example an output transformer for an ONGAKU costs [18300.00. 

AUDIO NOTE CHOKES ff. INDUCTORS 

AUDIO NOTE MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 

This range relates to our finished products, mains 
transformers are notonously drfficull items to offer as the 

number of permutations of HT and beaten voltages are almost 

endless. We have added mainstransformers for making 

replicas of the essAI and ONGAKU, as there has been 
considerable call for these, likewise we are preparing 
mainstransformers for the WE91 deschbed in Sound Practices 

Issue 1. we shall continue to expand the range as opportunities 

and our experience with your requirements improve. 
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We also have a mainstransformenchoke kit for the WE91 power 

amplifier as shown in Sound Practices, this combined with our 

single-ended output transformers with 3KOhm primary 

impedance will make a very fine replica of this classic amplifier 

total cost f420 40 per set 
We now also have the facility to make any mainstransformer to 

your specification, as long as you order minimum 2 pcs, they can 

be supplied with soldertags, flying leads, frames or bell-ends Ask 
for quote 

On a more general note, it is important to understand the 

specialised nature of the design and manufacture of transformers 
for audio equipment in most Industrial applications the main 

criteria are cost, weight or longevity an audio mamstransformer 
also have to have good regulation under load must run cool, and 

generate no mechanical noise or vibration, produce no excessive 

stray magnetic fields etc etc.. a pretty tall order, when one 
considers that the cost also has to be reasonable So no matter 
where you order your mains transformer remember that it should 

conform to the above criteria, so speedy this when you order. As a 

general rule we do not recommend potted transformers. as all 
listening tests have shown bese to sound less clear. than 

implied equivalents' 

AUDIO NOTE PAPER IN OIL SIGNAL CAPACITORS 

These handmade signal capacitors are sonically superior to any of 

the piastre or other paper types we have come across If you have 

never experienced the difference that a really good paper/err capacitor 

can make in a valve amplifier, then you really should try. Our 

specially made paper/oil caps have a life colour. lack of harshness 

and evenness of dynamic behaviour across the frequency range, 
which is guaranteed to brighten up your day' Recommended as 

replacements in old and new valve amplifiers alike (and even in the 
odd transistor amplifier). and essential for DIY projects In hne with 

environmental standards. all AUDIO NOTE paper in oil capacitors 

contain only non-toxic biodegradable vegetable oil the paper is a 

specially treated and impregnated by a method that enhances 

longevity and sound quality, to ensure optimum performance all 

round du you will see we are slowly incorporating solid 99 99% 
pure silver leadouts on this range of papen in oil capacitors as well, in 

common with the copper and silver foil types There are several new 

values available, including the 2 2mF/50 volt caps made for speaker 

crossovers and the 0 56mFi200 volt suitable for solid state amps. we 

have also added some values suitable for RIM equalizing networks, 
and the odd feedback loop' 
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All AUDIO NOTE paper in oil signal capacitors are axial type We 

are preparing a range of very small picefarad value paper in oil 

capacttors at the moment in addition to the above The range of 

AUDIO NOTE paper in oil signal capacitors es steadily expanding, 
so ask for values that you do net see 

AUDIO NOTE PAPER IN OIL COPPER 8 SILVER FOIL 
SIGNAL CAPACITORS 

We are currently developing a two further ranges of paper in 011 

capacitors where motead of using aluminium foil as in the above 

paper caps, in the lust range we use an oxygen free copper foil 
with 99 99% pure solid silver lead out wires, these copperforl 

paper signal capacitors are considerably better than the standard 

offerings. Secondly to " bridge" the price-quality gap between the 

more standard paper/oil caps and the Japanese handmade Silver 
foil signal capacitors, we will be offenng our own 99 99% pure 
silver tort signal capacitors, which are pretty staggering in quality. 

even itt have to say this myself ( as I am the only one who have 



heard the samples solar) the silver foil caps will also have solid 

silver lead-out wires To start with there will be a few 

valuestvottages of each available 

AUDIO NOTE COPPER FOIL PAPER IN OIL CAPACITORS 
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AUDIO NOTE SILVER FOIL PAPER IN OIL CAPACITORS. 

we 

AL1010 NOTE SILVER FOIL SIGNAL CAPACITORS 

Best signal capacitors available quality really speaks for itself. 

used in amplifiers like ONGAKU. KEGON, GAKU-ON and M7Tube 

Silver, handmade in very limited quantities at Audio Notes facility 
in Tokyo. Japan These capacitors use a fine mylar film dielectric, 
and are manufactured using considerable tension on the foil and 

dielectric to give the best possible contact and the least scope for 

internal resonance 
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AUDIO NOTE ACID á CLORIDE FREE SILVER SOLDER. 

The best solder we have been able to find does not 

contaminate the junction, which over time increases function 
resistance Used in all our amplifiers from OTO to the GAKU-ON 
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AUDIO NOIE HIGH QUALITY CERAMIC VALVE BASES 

All of our valve bases are of the highest possible quality made 

from steatite and using the best metal parts from alloys which 
retain their spring tension around the valve pin for longer They 

are recommended as upgrades to most old valve amplifiers and 

should be an essential part of any DIY project 
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AUDIO NOTE SELECTED AUDIO VALVES 

Our valves are selected from the best available sources and are 

tested to the same stringent standards that we apply in the 
production of our own amplifiers they fall into two categories, 

standard production items and rare, mostly NOS (New Old Stock) 

valves which are nc longer in production. We have compiled a 
special list of the NOS items, which is available against a stamped 

self addressed envelope, if you live outside the UK, send USO 2.00. 

You should be aware that the valves on this list are NOT cheap. 

but we have stock of original GE, RCA and United Electronics 211. 
both standard versions and reinforced aid orce type, 845 
Westinghouse, VT25/10/10Y, VT62/801A. WE300B. STC4300A, 

Mallard GZ34/CV1377, Tungsol 5U4G (best sounding 5U4G I have 

ever heard!), Chatham 5R4WGY and many others. 
Stamford Stock Items, 
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Please note, oar 3008s are manufactured in China by Gold 

DragoruShuguang, but are tested in-house under real working 
conditions to parameters somewhat more stringent than is 

otherwise done. No, they do not sound quite as good as original 

min 

one 

WE 3008's or SOC 4300A's. nor do they carry the same premium 

price, please consider the following, unless you have absolutely 
tons of money or you happen to have them in your attic, do not 

consider original 300B's, it is in most cases far better to invest the 

money in more permanent features of the amid er project like 
better output transformers. better signal caps or resistors or the 

like, valves wear out, better quality passive components last A 

pair of original WE 30013's cost at least £1 200 00 on a good day 
think in terms of an overall price compromise, ycu can get some 

fabulous sounding passives for the difference in cost between a 
pair of Chinese 300B's and the original WE's, and in many cases 

the improvement in sound quality is greater than the WE 300B's 
will contribute. AND the contribution to sound is permanent 

consider that when you plan your project 

Resistors 
We endeavour to stock the entire E12 range of all the different 

makes of resistors that we stock, except the very lowest ohmic 

values, which are extremely costly, as a rule we do not stock 
values below 10 Ohms or above 3M3 Whilst we always try to have 

every single E12 value in stock, this cannot be guaranteed. 
delivery especially on the Holcos and tantalum film resistors can 

be very long indeed, however, since most are used in our 

production of finished products, there will general's be stock 
available within 4 weeks 

Bekuhlag. 

We offer three quality levels of resistor quality all are 1%, 

starting with the Beyschlag metalfilm, which are sightly magnetic 

as are the vast majority of other makes of metal film resistors), 
but nonetheless very good sounding, as used in all our UK-made 

amplifiers up to and including quality Level 3, the MEISHU/P3/P4. 

3008 no-feedback triode amplifiers 
Beyschlag 1 watt. 1% resistors up to 500KOhm, £ Ott, above 

SOOKOhm £ 013 each 

HOLCO. 
Better sound quality can be achieved with the H2, 1 watt, 1% 

non-magnetic resistors, which we regard as the best 'industrial 
grade' metaltilm resistors available They have one small 

drawback, as they are quite fragile, and require careful handling, 
do not bend the legs too close to the body, they may become 

noisy 

HOLCO resistors type H2 5OPPM cost£3 C6 each from t RO to 

500, CO 89 each from 5R1 to 19R9. £0.36 each from 200hm to 
2301160m, £0 41 each from 231KOhm to 1MOhm. 11 02 each 
from 1M1 to 2M0. £1 24 each from 2M1 to WO, and £2 21 each 

from 4M1 to 5M0 

SHINKOH Tantalum Film Resistors. 
This is definitely the best sounding resistoN available, forget 

the VISHAY which may be ok in high feedback trans,stor 

amplifiers, but in our opinion quite uncomplimentary to the 
qualities of real Audio Amplification (i e directly heated triode 

amplifiers running feedback free in single-ended Class A). this is 
where you will need the tantalum film resistor tor the best results. 

The 1/2 watt Shinkoh tantalum resistors are non-magnetic and 

cost £2 26 each 
Some values are available in 1 watt from Shinkoh at £4 60 

each. list of stock available 

ALCO NOTE 1 WATT TANTALUM RESISTORS 

Up to now the tantalum film resistors have been extremely 
difficult to get, however after much persuasion and against a 

minimum quantity guarantee from Audio Note UK. the 
manufacturers have agreed to widen the range of 1/2 wan and 

reintroduce the 1 watt range which becomes an exclusive range 

for AUDIO NOTE we consider this to be maps breakthrough. 
since without a reasonable range of values at the 1 watt rating it is 

pretty difficult to get the very best out of the best circuits As with 
most handmade specialist items, which covers most of this fist 

delivery can be quite long on some values so be prepared to watt 

if the value is not in stock. 

The AUDIO NOTE 1 watt 1% tantalum resistor values are f3.70 

each. 

We shall now be working on getting 2 and 3 Watt tantalum 

resistors made available as well, and who knows perhaps we will 

be able to build amplifiers in a year's time that have all tantalum 

resistors in all parts of the circuit 

AUDIO NOTE PRECISION CARBONHEM RESISTORS 

In Addition to the non-magnetic tantalum resistors, we are 

going to stock a range of precision goldplated carbonfilm 
resistors, in many cases the carbonfilm resistor is prefrable if you 

are building an amplifier based on an old circuit like for example 
the WE91 or another circuit of similar vintage We shall de 

stocking values suitable for proles like the WE91 in 1/2 and 1 

watt values, these resistors are made especially for us by a mapor 
manufacturer 

They cost for the 1/2 watt f 3.30 each 1 watt £ 4.85 each 2 watt 

6.09 each 

HIGH WATTAGE WIREWOUND RESISTORS 

As a new item we shah start offering a range of 2 15 watt 

wirewound resistors we shall be starting with a small range and 

expanding it as we go along, at the moment the following is 

available, all these resistors are 5% tolerance and glazed 
wire % FILE VII 
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More values will be added over the next 6 months, together 

with some nonunductive wirewoundsl 
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BLACK GATE ELECTRON TRANSFER 

High Perlormance. Graphite foil capacitors. 

Firstly. I would like to categorically state that any rumours 

about Black Gate capacitors being unavailable or discontinued are 
totally misguided malicious and incorrect AUDIO NOTE is 

currently the sole source in Europe that holds any significant 
range of values in stock, we use literally 1000's in production as 

we were the first company to realise the tremendous benefits that 

Black Gate capacitors offer, and we are to date the only high-end 

audio company in the world to Incorporate Black Gate capacitors 

consistently in our finished products. 
There are very few audio parts that promise a guaranteed 

improvement when replacing practically any other part, but this is 
what the BLACK GATE capacitors actually do Exchanging any 

electrolytic capacitor anywhere in the circuit of an amplifier or in 

the crossover of a speaker will greatly improve sound quality. We 

are working on some guidelines auto where, how and which types 

of Black Gates to use in different circuits, the first such technical 
guideline is available now and is called ' Improving your CD-

Player' and can be obtained by sending a stamped addressed 
envelope to us requesting this leaflet All AUDIO NOTE Level 2 

Signature products use wadi Gate Electron Trundler in critical 
signal/power supply iunchons 

It is very important to note that all BLACK GATE capacitors take 

time to charge- up or stabilize, when first put in circuit, depending 

on type and application this 'maturing' time can be between 100 
and 300 hours Black Gate call this the -idhng process", see 
enclosed list of available values We feel. however, that this 

process takes longer ho hum, 
We are about to stock the entire range of values on the 

enclosed list so a separate pricefist is attached to the list of Black 
Gate program available Ask us to send you tlys list as it is too 

long for an advertisement or to incorporate in our standard 
component list, wherefore it is not included in full Again. as 

always, we appreciate a stamped self addressed envelope, it 
greatly influences the expediency this end 

IMPORTANT NOTICE! 
PLEASE NOTE, THE PRICELIST FOR BLACK GATE 

CAPACITORS IS A GUIDELINE ONLY. DUE TO THE CONTINUOUS 

STRENGTHENING OF THE JAPANESE YEN, IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO 
PRINT UP-TO-DATE PRICES MONTHLY, SO ASK FOR PRICE 

WHEN YOU ORDER. 
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In our component list you will find a listing of all available Sri. 

Gate values together their sizes, best usage etc 

Lastly, we can supply a range of more modestly prices 

components, still good quality, but more industrial grade, if you like 

AU010 NOTE COMPLETE KITS 

As mentioned earlier we are developing a range of complete 

kits, to give those of you who have the ability. but do not have the 

time to develop a prolect from the ground, so to speak. Morder to 
be able to offer the best possible quality - price relationship the 
kits we offer will be good basic circuits with no-frills power 

supplies and components, all kits have input volume control to 
allow use of a single source like CD-player direct in 

KIT ONE. 
Based around the justly famous 3008 directly heated triode, we 

see this kit as the introduction to real Audio Amplification, as it 

covers all the important aspects of design necessary, Single-

Ended, No- Feedback. Class A. Directly Heated Triode, to become a 

member of this exclusive club of amplifiers 

Kit One has one 3008 per channel running at 420 volts with 
75mA current giving 9/10 watts of the cleanest power you will ever 

hear, the inputstage consists of a 6$N7GT with a 5687 double 
node driver stage running In SRPP The powersupply is a 
capacitor-choke-capacitor with a 5040 HT rectifier. the heaters are 

AC heated Component quality is similar to our Level 2 finished 

products. AUDIO NOTE paper in oil signal capacitors. Beyschlag 

lwatt 1% metalfilm resistors good quality electrolytics ( sorry NO 
Black Gatesl) and a simple, attractive stereo chassis in grey 

paintwork Protecting covér is extra. We have several upgrade kits 

available for Kit One, ask for details 
Price £799 00 incl Vat, which includes all valves (yes, also the 

2 x 30013 needed) but not postage/packing which to UK customers 
is £12 00. topcover is £99 00 extra. Kit One is also available with a 
polished chrome chassis and chromed transformer bell-ends. this 

makes the Kit One a real "stunner!" Add £200 00 to total £999 N. 
The Kit One is available now. 

KR IWO. 
Kit Two features a single 6550 WA Sovtek tetrodes running in 

Single-Ended mode. yielding some 17 watts of pure Class A. valve 

rectified HT for the output stage, stereo chassis, and 6SN7GT 
input and 5814a/ECC82 SRPP driver stage componentry and 
chassis as Kit One KIT Two is currently unavailable due to the lack 

of supply of Sovtek 6550WAS, we can offer it without valves for 
£570 00 incl. UK Vat. If used with Chinese 6550's no claims tor 

faults in powersupply or output transformers will be acceptedli 

Price £599 00 incl Vat includes valves, but not 
postage/packing. cover is extra at £99 00. With polished chrome 

chassis and chromed bell-ends on the transformers, £799 00 

KIT THREE. 
Kit Three features 2 x 3006 per channel running in single-ended 

parallel yielding 16/17 watts in pure Class A this kit is on two 
mono chassis' with valve rectified HT supplies. no signal feedback, 

it uses a 6SN7GT double Mode as input valve and a pair of 5687 
double nodes running in SRPP as drivers 

The KIT THREE is essentially a mono version of the KIT ONE 

with double the power. the same component choices and on two 
chassis' instead of one 

The KIT THREE costs £1.550 00 and is available now Cover is 

£99 00 extra per chassis ( C198 00 for two) Polished chrome 

chassis and bell-ends is also available 011400 00 extra Several 

upgrade kits are available for Kit Three as well. ask for details 

KIT FOUR. 
The KIT FOUR is really our introduction to valve amplifier kit 

building. circuit and power supply mounted on one single printed 
circuit board with two OTO - type push-pull output transformers. 

all mounted in a small P1SE type chassis. covering everything, so 
nobody will be able to see that you have succumb to the lure of 
the valve amplifier, which is sweeping the world The circuit 

consists of two 6V6GT tetrodes running in Push- Pull class A. 
yielding about 10 watts, driven by a 6SN7GT and a ECC83 input 
stage Easy to build. even for the beginner 

The KIT FOUR costs £ 199 00. and is available from May, 1995 

Pre-Amplifier Kit. 
A kit based on the AUDIO NOTE M7Tube pre-amplifier circuit is 

under development it will be offered in three/four versions, with 

the basic version using cheaper valves, expected cost £299 00 

led vat, etc more details available later 

Write to, 

AUDIO NOTE (UK) Ltd. Unit 1, Block C. Hove Business 
Centre, Fonthill Road, Hove, East Sussex, BN3 6HA, 

England. 

Telephone +44 01273 220511. fax +44 01273 731498. 
Direct Line to sales +44 01273 885511. 

ms RUSSIAN Federation, contact ESOTERICA Ltd. Tel. 095 

917 4385, Fax. 095 917 8762. 

HUNGARY please contact. Merlin Audio, 54, U. Raday 

fsz. 2, H-1092 Budapest. HUNGARY, Tel/Fax. 01 215-
2612. 

HOLLAND please contact, de Jong Components, 2. 

Reggestraat, NL-5704 MT Helmond. Tel 04920 14661 
Fax 14773 

USA please contact, Angela Instruments, 10830. 

Guilford Road, Suite 309, Annapolis Junction, MD 
20701 Tel 301 725 0451, Fax, 301 725 8823. 

FRANCE please contact, IMEXCO, Pans, Tel. 1 4539 

4967, Fax, 1 4204 2220. 

We accept all major Credit Cards 

z 
Tel. +44 01273 220511 

Fax. +44 01273 731498 

Sales +44 01273 885511 
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HEADPHONE AMPLIFIERS 

HEAD FOR QUALITY 
A lot of you loved Richard Brice's Class A 

headphone amplifier. Here are some interesting 

follow-on suggestions, given consideration by 

designer Andy Grove. 

HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER 
COMPATIBILITY 

I was fascinated to discover Richard 

Brice's design for a Class A single-

ended headphone amplifier in your DIY 
Supplement. 

About 18 months ago I came up 

with a very similar design for my own 

set of Jecklin Float Model 2s (the 

'phones photographed in the article). In 

my case I used just two transistors per 
channel, and a common emitter gain 

stage and emitter follower (TIP 121) 

driver, and no op-amps. Power was 

supplied via 78 series regulators and the 
thing sounded pretty good as far as I 

could tell. A bit light in the bass 

department perhaps, probably due to 

I 00uF output caps rather than 220uF as 
specified by Mr Brice. 

One thing that intrigued me was the 
lack of mention of compatibility with 

different types of 'phones. I believe the 

Floats have a relatively high impedance 

(approx. 20012) making them an easy 

load for the single transistor. I wonder 

how the circuit would cope with low 

impedance 'phones, say 8-16 ohms. Any 

comments? 

Out of interest, 1 have recently been 

playing with an op-amp that seems well 

suited to exacting audio applications, 
the OP27. This is a reasonably low 

noise, highish slew rate device that 

performs well in voltage gain stages in 

power amps as well as the active part of 

RIAA preamps. In fact, it may well get 

incorporated into a Mk2 version of my 
headphone amplifier. 

Peter Withers 

Pershore, 

Worcestershire. 

Unfortunately the headphone 

amplifier as it stands will not 
satisfactorily drive low impedance 
headphones, due to the fact that the 

quiescent bias current in the output 

• Added to make lq = 40mA approx. 

Origina headphone circuit, 
by Richard Brice, Hi-Fi 
World, April 1994. 

OPTIMISING FOR LOW 
IMPEDANCE HEADPHONES 

Reduce supply rails to -r\-5V 

Reduce emmiter resistors to 8.2i1 

Increase output blocking 
capacitors to 4700µF 

220µF 

150 

-15V 

transistor and supply voltage are 

optimised for high impedance types. 

For 100mW into 20012, 4.5Vrms 

(6.3Vpeak) and 22.5mA rms (32mA 

peak) is needed. The supply voltage 

is 15V and the quiescent current is 

around 50 mA, so no problems. 

For 100mW into 812 0.9Vrms 

(1.26Vpeak) and 113mA rms (160mA 

peak) is needed, with the standard 

circuit the quiescent current is just 

too low and asymmetrical clipping 
will result even at reduced levels. 

To optimise for low impedance 
headphones, reduce the supply 

voltages to +/-5V and change the 
15012 emitter resistor to 8.20, this 

will increase the quiescent current 

while keeping the transistor's 

dissipation sensible. The 22014F 

output coupling capacitor will have 

to be increased to 470014F as well. 

Also, the biasing resistors may have 

to be modified slightly to get 

maximum power from the available 
supply voltage. Alternatively, use 

the Direct Coupled circuit with +-5v 

rails and a 1512 emitter resistor for 
even better results, the transistor 

will now need a small heatsink (10 

deg. C/Watt) though. Either circuit 

should then perform satisfactorily 
with headphones of 80 to 1612. 

The OP27 is widely used in 

professional audio equipment such 

as mixing desks, mic preamps and so 

on. There are, however, some real 

hot-rodded op-amps, designed 

specifically for audio, such as the 

AD743 and AD797 from Analogue 

Devices. Burr Brown and Linear 

Technology also make audio types 

so check with them as well, but be 

prepared to pay premium rates for 

these specialist chips. Whether the 
2N3055 will be as sought after as a 

Western Electric 300B we'll just 

have to wait and see! AG 

AN AMP FOR YOUR EARS 

After building the headphone amplifier I 

can honestly say it has elevated the 

sound quality of my headphone listening 

to a level I would not believe possible 

from such a modest pair of 'phones. I 

would actively encourage anyone else 

who uses headphones to build this 
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design, sit back and enjoy! 
Having built this design and listened 

to it for a considerable time I would like 

to pass on some hints and modifications 

that your readers may be interested in. 

Firstly, the choice of components. 

All resistors in the amplifier I have built 

are I% metal film types, these are good 

quality but inexpensive and so do not 

add to the cost. The decoupling and 

output coupling capacitors are all low-

ESR electrolytics, as intended for use in 

switch mode power supplies, and again 

are easily available at modest cost. The 

coupling/d.c. blocking capacitor between 

completely star earthed, star supply 

layout, with every component having its 

own p.c.b. track back to a central earth 

or supply point. I am powering mine 

from a 2.5A +/- I 5V power supply that I 

had lying around (very convenient) and I 

have taken the sense wires from the 

power supply to the star points on the 

p.c.b so that any voltage drops in the 

power cables are compensated for. For 

readers who do not have such a power 

supply conveniently lying around I 
would suggest building a basic d.c. 

power supply and placing an integrated 

regulator close to the amplifier. 

LM3 I 7/337T 

  adjustable I.C. 

+15V regulators would be 

ideal for this 
purpose, possessing 

good regulation and 

a low output 
BD135 impedance at audio 

frequencies. 

Finally, to add fuel 

to the low/high 

feedback amplifier 

argument I intend to 

build another 

amplifier, using the 

same basic 

components, but 

Modified headphone circuit from Mr Weekes 

the output of the op-amp and the base 

of the transistor has been through 

several iterations in my amplifier. I 

started with a I pF tantalum capacitor in 

this position and, after some listening, 

changed it to a I pF metallised polyester 

film. The tantalum capacitor had a more 

relaxed sound whilst the film type had a 

sharper, but maybe harsher quality. 

After some more listening I felt that 

the low frequency response was rolling 

off too early, and since the I pF 

capacitor, in conjunction with the 

impedance presented by the base of the 

transistor, is the primary reason for this 

early roll-off I changed the I pF 
capacitor for a 10pF tantalum. This 

resulted in an even more extended bass 

response and the effect was very 

noticeable!1 have now settled for a 

100pF tantalum in this position and the 

bass extension is now superb. Your 

readers would be advised to 

experiment with this value to find a 

response that suits their own 

headphones. 

My headphone amplifier was built on 
a p.c.b. of my own design using a 

including the output transistor in the 

feedback loop of the op-amp. For 

interested readers this means 

eliminating the I pF capacitor and the 

two/three base bias resistors in the 

original design and taking the 10k 

feedback resistor to the emitter of the 

transistor (instead of the output of the 

op-amp). This now means that the base 

bias for the transistor has to be supplied 

by the op amp, so a small d.c. level will 

have to be applied to the input of the 

op-amp (it will be amplified by the op-

amp) from a potential divider, via a 

stand-off resistor. Since there is now 

d.c. present on the input of the op-amp, 

a d.c. blocking capacitor will have to be 

added. Comparing the sound quality of 

the two will prove very interesting! See 

enclosed diagram for details. 

The only other area for 

experimentation is in the choice of op-

amp, but to experiment in any detail a 

dual mono p.c.b layout will be required 

as there are no other high quality, audio 

grade op-amps available in a dual 

package. 

Andrew Weeks 

Sevenoaks, 

Kent. 

ANDY GROVE SAYS: 

Your modified circuit is interesting, 

although I think you made an error 

in your calculations for the biassing 

network at the op-amp input. The 

op-amp has loop feedback which 

sets its gain at 11. The required 

voltage at the transistor's emitter is 

7.5V, the base-emitter voltage drop 

is inside the feedback loop and will 

be corrected for by the feedback. 

Therefore we need 7.5/11=0.68V at 

the op-amp input. I have added some 

values to your circuit to supply this. 

I have also taken another step 

and sketched a fully DC coupled 

amp which eliminates the input and 

output coupling capacitors, 

replacing them with one in the 

feedback path which provides 100% 

feedback at DC, keeping the output 

at OV. This circuit however requires 

full +/- split supplies for both the 

op-amp and the output transistor. 

The latter may require a heatsink 

unless the supply voltage is reduced 

from the original +/-15V. It may be 

worth trying a high grade stereo op-

amp, the LM833. Why not split the 

two channels and use 

two separate supplies 

and high quality op-

amps? You can even 

cascade the voltage 

regulators, i.e. regulate 

to +/-15V then regulate 

again to +/- 12V this 

allows the regulator 

supplying the audio 

circuit to work from a 

fairly clean supply to 

start with, reducing 

ripple and noise. Keep 

experimenting! AG. 
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Vacuum Tubes for Audio Are Back! 

Glass Audio brings together 
yesterday's tube with today's 
improved components,voltage control, 
and the exciting new Soviet tubes, 
to make smooth sound in your 

livingroom possible again! 

YES! 
Name 

Please send my first issue of Glass Audio. I'll pay just $45.00 for six issues 
(1 year); $80.00 for 12 issues (2 years) of the best information on tubes to be found 
anywhere. I understand that my satisfaction is guaranteed! 

Street & Number  

City Postal Code 

Country REMIT IN US S DRAWN ON A US BANK ONLY PRICE GOOD THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 1995 

We Accept MCNISA 

PO Box 176, Dept. HFWS, Peterborough, NH 03458-0176 USA 
Phone: (603) 924-9464 or FAX 24 hours a day (603) 924-9467 Glass Audio 

SPEAKER KITS FROM IPL ACOUSTICS 
Over a 8 year period I.P.L. ACOUSTICS have developed a range of high quality speaker kits, using the best 
units from SEAS, MOREL, AUDAX, and I.P.L. and have produced a comprehensive range of speakers which 
will compete with the most expensive of commercial designs. 

All speakers have biwired crossover kits containing high quality components and terminals. 

S5TL 

TRANSMISSION LINE 

PLUS KIT £331.00 
TOTAL KIT  £446.00 

FIVE 

TRANSMISSION 

LINE KITS 

TRANSMISSION LINE 
PLUS KITS  £166.00 - 

 £331 

M3TL 
TRANSMISSION LINE 

A2 H.D.A. 

AEROGEL KIT 

S3TLM METAL 

TRANSMISSION LINE 

PLUS KITS  £166.00 PLUS KIT £185.00 PLUS KIT  £216.50 

TOTAL KIT  £225.00 TOTAL KIT  £250.00 TOTAL K1T....£289.50 

PRE-VENEERED CABINET KITS NOW AVAILABLE. Carriage charge extra on all kits. 
If you would like further details please send large SAE with 36p stamp for PAGE SPEAKER BUILDING CATALOGUE, comprising 
VALUABLE ADVICE on DESIGNING, BUILDING, and TESTING speakers and full technical specifications including response curves of 
eight kits, drive units, and details of SPECIALIST CABLES and ACCESSORIES. KITS FOR A.V. USE NOW AVAILABLE. 

I.P.L. Acoustics, 2 Laverton Road, Westbury, Wiltshire, BA13 3RS. Tel: 01373 823333 



FINISHING DIY LOUDSPEAKER CABINETS 

B
uilding your own loudspeakers is 
great fun; it gives tremendous 

pride of ownership. We've 

loticed that constructors like to pay 

attention to choosing and applying a 

good finish, but this isn't sc easy, so 

here's some pidance with help from 

ndustry experts. 

Nowadays, the most common 

material for lcudspe2ker cabinet 

manufacturing is MDF (medium density 

fibreboard). This is a very workable 

material, being easy to saw and sand, and 

not prone to warping. It has good 

acoustc properties too, making it near-

ideal. This article concentrates on MDF 

and how to finish cabinets made fr om it. 

INITIAL TREATMENT OF MDF 

So yoL've bulk up your cabinets and 

they're reasonably square and neat. 

Make sure there are no overlapping 

edges or depressions where screws or 

panel pins have been used, filler can be 

used to rectify this. MDF is a very 

workable material, so I'd suggest a rough 

grade sandpaper, say 80 grade, and a 

wood block to ensLre that you are 

sand ng the surface flat. 

Once the cabinets are in a 

reasorable state, with smooth edges ano 

HI-FI WORLD SUPPLEMENT 

ATOP 

FINISH FOR 

YOUR DIY 

SPEAKERS 

4 . . . or how to make your kit 

loudspeaker cabinets look as good as 

these, by Dominic Baker. 

surfaces, sand with 150 grade paper and 

then more carefully with 280 grade 

paper to get rid of surface defects. A 

quick wipe down with a lightly 

dampened cloth will then help remove 

any fine surface dust which wc uld 

otherwise show up in the applied finish. 

PRIMER/SEALER 

Orce the cabinets have been prepared, 

a primer coat can be applied. It is always 

better to apply two or more light coats, 

sarding them smooth in-between, than 

one thick gloopy coat full of lumps and 

dribbles. 

Primer serves two purposes, it seals 

the wood, especially the end grain which 

would otherwise soak up the top coat, 

giving an uneven finish. It also provides a 

good base for the top coat to ensure 

that you get a smooth, even finish. 

Once the primer coat has dried, sand 

it very gently with 400 grade paper to 

remove the surface dust and g-it that will 

have dried on. This will gently key the 

surface and prepare it for the lnish coat. 

TOP COAT 

The finish coat can either be painted on 

with a brush, rolled on with a roller, or 

sprayed on. 

A paint brush will leave lines but is 

quick and easy, and if carefully done can 

look superb. A roller gets around the 

'hand painted' look and can give the top 

coat an interesting pattern that will look 

quite professional. You can check what 

kind of pattern you will get from 

different rollers on a spare piece of 

MDF. 

Spraying potentially gives the finest 

finish. I say potentially, because in the 

wrong hands it can be a disaster. You 

need a clean environment, plenty of 

space and mountains of patience. Spray 

in fine coats, don't try and completely 

cover a surface in one go. I find that 

spraying or to vertical panels works 

best. Don't spray downwards onto a 

surface; drips of paint from the nozzle 

have an annoying tendency to drip onto 

the wet paint just as you finish. 

GLOSS OR PIANO FINISHES 

These follow essentially the same 

procedure as above, but remember, at 

each stage any imperfection will show up 

that much more. So, if the bare MDF is 

uneven, or you leave a bit of grit in the 

primer coat, it's going to be seen. It 

takes a great deal of work to get gloss 

finishes perfect and it is well worth at 
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Get on our list — 
to get doser to this list. 

• MIT MultiCap • Wonder Cap • Kimber Kap • Solo • Hovland Mus Cap • Solen • Siemens 

• Wima • Nalco • Rel-Cap • Draloric • IRC • Allen-Bradley • Jensen • Resista • Vishay • Mills 

• Caddock • Matsushita • TKD • Noble • Cardas • Kimber Kable • van den Hut • Discovery 
• Audioguest • MIT • Alps • Bourns • Shallco • Elma • Electroswitch • Nichicon • Gold Aero 

• RAM • Mallory • Panasonic HFO • Nichicon • Elna • N.O .S. • Ruby Tubes • UltraAnalog 
• Burr-Brown • Crystal • Linear Technology • Analog Devices • Edison Price • Motceola • UCC 
• International Rectifier • Hitachi • MagneQuest • Sonic Frontiers • °earl • Tube Sockets 
• WBT • Neutrik • Sound Coat • Curcio Audio Engineering • Assemblage and other kits 
And it's growing and growing. To order The Parts Connection 1995 Catalog & Resource 

Guide. send £7- and mailing information. You'll also receive a Discount Coupon liorth $ 10 

off a purchase over $ 100 or $25 off a purchase over $250' as we4ias The Breadboard 

bulletin to keep you updated on our latest news, information and growth spurts. 

'or $ 10 US, or credit card information 

'catalogue discounts are in US Dollar., 

THE PARTS 
CONNECTION' 
• OrPl• ION OP eanme PROPOO PO MC 

e 

2790 Brighton Road, Oakville 
Ontario, Canada L6H 51-4 

Toll Free Order Line 1-800-769-0747 
(U.S. & Canada only) 

Tel (905) 829-5858 Fax (905) 829-5388 

= 

Phone/Fax 

+44(0)1706 823025 

interstage 
output 
chokes 
mains 

eed 

en 

for retail 
catalogue 
send SAE 
38p12IRCs 

qietet% 'Weeceed 
"teuelienotete 

International suppliers OEM, 
trade and retail clients. 

Design and consultancy service. 

SJS Electroacoustics 
Ben-Dor, Lumb Carr Rd, Holcombe, 

Bury, Lancs. BL8 4NN 

KEF CONSTRUCTOR 
SERIES 

Wilmslow 
I' Audio à 

KEF Uni-Q Technology, the unique KEF driver design that delivers a sharply focused sound 

stage throughout a room, is now available to the home constructer. 

KEF's Constructer Series of loudspeaker drive units and dividing networks, may be used 

in systems of your own design, or by following the KEF kit plans below: 

KEF Kit 60 - A two-way bookshelf/stand-mounted loudspeaker using a single 8" 

Uni-Q drive unit in a compact 18 litre reflex loaded enclosure. The DN60 dividing network 

allows bi-wiring/bi-amping. 
KEF Kit 80 - An 8" Auxiliary Bass Radiator augments the output of the main 8" 

Uni-Q driver used with a DN80 bi-wireable dividing network. This is a floorstanding 

loudspeaker with exceptional bass response. 

KEF Kit 90 -An 8" dedicated bass unit, 8" Uni-Q and DN90 bi-wireable dividing 

network give this three way floorstander extended bass output down to 35 Hz (-6d8). 

KEF have designed a range of drive units and dividing networks which, with simple 

D.I.Y skills, can be transformed into State- of- the-Art loudspeakers capable of giving years 

of truly high-fidelity performanc. 

Kit 60 70 80 

Boxed £ 215 280 370 

Total £290 370 460 

Free DIY speaker catalogue 

export £3.50 

KEF Kit 60 

2-way bookshelf/ 

stand-mounted 

Dept. HFW 

Wellington Close, Parkgate Industrial 

Estate, 

Knutsford, Cheshire WA 16 8XL 

Tel: 01565 650605 

Fax: 01565 650080 

Open Tuesdays to Saturdays ACCESS VISA 

4 demonstration rooms AMEX 

KEF Kit 80 

2-way floorstanding 

KEF Kit 90 

3-way floorstanding 

Renhold 
cures (( 
his i( 
jitters! 

...thanks to 
the Audio 

Technology 
'Sorcerer 

DAC' 

20 Bit Colinear DAC • 24 Bit Floating Point Digital Filtering 
Full Kits • Sync- Lock for Zero Jitter • Precision Case 
Modular • Silver Wired/Soldered • Audiophile Components 

For details of this and other kit/built products, send A4 SAE to 
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY LTD. PO Box 147, BEDFORD, N1K41 8PR 



FINISHING DIY LOUDSPEAKER CABINETS 

least one practice run on a spare piece 

of MDF first. 

From the primer stage onwards, it is 

important to have the cleanest possible 

atmosphere for a good finish. If you 

have a garage, it is worth building a 

simple plastic tent, so wind can't blow 

grit, leaves, grass cuttings and what have 

you, onto the cabinets. The high gloss 

finish is achieved by applying a good 

quality clear lacquer, which is then hand 

finished with a burnishing cream. This 

kind of finish takes a lot of work, but 

when carefully done is among the most 

professional. 

PRE-VENEERED BOARD 

One of the easiest ways to get a real 

wood veneer on your cabinets is to use 

pre-veneered MDF. This is MDF with a 

machine applied veneer, so it is just 

about perfectly flat and needs very little 

further sanding or finishing before a 

varnish or polish can be applied. Pre-

veneered MDF is more expensive 

though. An 8x4ft sheet of plain 25mm 

MDF costs around £40, whereas pre-

veneered board ranges from £85 for 

Ash and Oak for example, to around 

/111//111efr/r / 
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£95 for more exotic woods such as 

Cherry and Maple. 

The drawback is that the edges are 

bare MDF. Fortunately, there is a simple 

and very effective solution used by many 

top loudspeaker manufacturers, 

including KEF on their Reference Series. 

Radius all of the edges where there is 

bare MDF, as shown in the diagram 

below. This can be done with a plane to 

remove the bulk of the mater al, and 

then sanded smooth, 150 grade 

followed by 280 grade, followed by 400 

grade. 

The bare edges then need to be 

stained to match the veneer in colour. 

This finish will be more successful with 

dark wood finishes or Black Ash 

finishes, because it is a lot eas er to 

achieve a good colour match. These 

bare edges will be very porous, so you 

will need to keep applying the stain until 

it dries to leave an even top colour. 

From here onwards finish .ng is 

relatively easy. Seal the cabinets with a 

coat of sanding sealer and then finely 

sand smooth using 400 grade paper. 

Several coats of light varnish or polish 

should give you a super finish • 

Three easy steps to finishing 

the ends of pre-veneered 

MDF. Radius the corners and 

then stain them to match the 

veneer. With darker fin shes 

a very good colour match is 

possible, and once the whole 

cabinets have been varnished 

the effect is very profes.:ional. 

Recommended paints 
etc. by Foxell & James 

Pre-cat Lacquer Paints 

981 Clear Basecoat £4.61/1tr 

(won't affect tone of top coat colour) 

Coloured top coats E5.38/Itr (black) 

Aerosol Spray Paints 

Plasticote colours E5.30/500m1 

Plasticote Clear Acrylic E5.30/500m1 

Sanding Sealer 

Mylands 2000 Shellac Basecoat E5.99/1tr 

Varnish 

Mylands No.8 

Matt 

Semi 

Gloss 

Wax Polish 

E8.06/1tr 

£7.17/Itr 

C6.46/Itr 

Mylands (various types) 0.27/450m1 

Lacquers 

Use clear Pre-cat Lacquer or Mylands 

Gloss varnish 

Burnishing Cream 

Mylands Glossoid £2.35/500m1 

Wood Filler 

Mylands Nitrofilla £ I 4/4kg 

Prices are not inclusive of VAT. 

Foxell & James stock the paints etc. 

mentioned above recommended by 

Moss and Co. timber merchants. This 

is just a small selection of what they 

can offer. Give them a call and they 

will be able to supply exactly what 

you need for a professional finish. 

Our thanks also go to the following for 

their help with this article: 

Harry Bolton of Castle Acoustics 

Moss & Co. (Timber Merchants) 

Dimes Place, 

104 King Street, Hamersmith, 

London W6. 

Z" 0181 748 8251 

Foxell & James ( Finishing specialists) 

57 Farringdon Rd, 

London EC I M 3JBP. 

0171 405 0152 
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DIGITAL STORAGE 

OSCILLOSCOPE 

230 
The 0-SCOPE is a pocket-size 
module that plugs into a PC's 
printer port and turns it into a DSO, 
Spectrum Analyzer, Freq. Counter, 

DVM and Data L ogger. Accepts standard probes. 

1  r  

SINE WAVE 

elD 

- 36 

126 

SPECTRUM 

Operating parameters easily adjustable 
and continuously displayed. Bandwidths 
to 22 kHz for the 0-Scope I and to 250 
KHz for the 0-Scope Il which also 
features phase measurement and 
external trigger capabilities. DOS 
print screen or log to disk. 

ALLISON TECHNOLOGY CORP. 

8343 Carrel Tel: 713-777-0401 

Houston, TX. Fax: 713-777-4746 
77036 U.S.A. BBS: 713-777-4753 

0-Scope I, Single Trace $230. 
0-Scope II, Dual Trace 390. 
Probe, x1, 510 30. 

Sound Level Meter 55. 

l'rices include software, 

cables, power supply, 

instructions and U.S. 

Airmail shipping cost. 

Pay by VISA, MasterCard, 
American Express or Bank 
Wire Transfer. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

TECHNICAL & GENERAL 
$.:irrie Necessities - From the Original Classic Turntable Specialists 
Connoisseur 

BD1/2 Drive Belt 
BD1/2 Motor Suspension kit 
SAU.2 Headshel 
SAU.2 Connecting lead 

Garrard Standard Models 
Wired arm tubes 
Cartridge carriers (sliders) 
Idler Wheels 
301/401 Transcription Mode5 
Original Thrust pad assembly 
Original Idler tension spnng 
Original Speed control disc - 401 
Xeroxcopy Owners Manual 301 incl. full size 
mounting template 
Xeroxcopy Owners Manual 401 incl. full size 
mounting template 
Replacement Intermediate drive wheel 
Replacement 30 control knobs On-Off/Speed 
select 
Replacement 301 suppresser unit 
Replacement 301 motor pulley (-2%), (- 1%), 
(Std), (+ 1%) 
Replacement 301 Chrome plated mounting 
bolts 
Recommended Lubrication set - early 301 
or 301/401 (specify) 

Goldring/Lenco • 
Idler wheel (lock-nut or clip fixing) 
Arm Pivot bearings with instructions 
Spindle/Main Dearing assembly complete 
Headshells 
Instruction books 

Thorens 

9.85 
13.75 
16.75 
15.95 

from 12.75 
9.25 
9.85 

9.80 
2.95 

13.75 

7.35 

5.20 
19.95 

pair 20.25 
5.65 

each 12.65 

set 3.70 

5.20 

19.95 
7.85 

22.85 
from 21.95 
from 4.20 

P&P 
1.85 
2 25 
2.55 
3.55 

2 55 
1.85 
2 25 

2.25 
1.85 
2.20 

1 85 

1.85 
2.85 

2.55 
2 25 

2 25 

1 85 

1 85 

2.85 
1.85 
3 85 
2.55 
1.85 

TD•124 series 
Idler wheel 19.95 285 
Drive belt 9.85 1.85 
Chassis spring suspension 
(replaces mushrooms') 13.85 2.55 
150/160 series 
Drive belt 9.85 
Suspension springs (- 1%), (Std),(+1%) set 10.85 
Suspensión bushes set 12.50 
Armboards for most models from 16.90 

Cecil Watts Dustbugs/Parastats/ (spares incl. Preener wicks) 
Cartridges and styli for 78s & Mono LPs in addition to current Stereo LP 

TECHNICAL & GENERAL PO Box 53. Crowborough. 
E.Sussex_ TN6 2BY Tel:- 01892 654534 

1.85 
2.55 
2.25 
2.55 

  AUDIO 
SHISINSSRUNG 

6 KILO SINGLE- ENDED OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 

All BUILT ON A 2 1/2 " STACK OF IMPERIAL E & l 120 

LAMINATIONS 

TOP SHROUDED, DROP THROUGH, INCORPORATING 

ANTI- MAGNETIC INSULATORS COMPLETE WITH FIXING 

BOLTS AND AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS WHERE POSSIBLE. 

22(X) / 8S1@ 16.58 TO 1 TURNS RATIO 
2300 / 8,11@ 17TO 1 
2500 / 811 @ 17.6 TO 1 ICT88 
2700 / 8f24t 18.5 TO 1 
3000 / 8(2 @ 19.3610 1 
3200 / 811 @ 2010 1 
3500 / 81245121 TO 1 
4000 / 8S245122T01 
5000 / K2@ 25 TO 1 PX25 
2200 / 15S2 @ 12 TO 1 
2300 / 15a @ 12.4 TO 1 
2500 / 15f245) 13 TO 1 
2700 / 1511 @ 13.410 1 
300 / 15f2 14 TO 1 
3200 / 15i-245214.5 TO 1 
3500 / 1512 CO 15 TO 1 
4000 / 15f2@ 16 TO 1 
5000 / 15f5 @ 18 TO 1 

PRICE £170 PER PAIR 

TYPE IS OXT. PRICE £180 PER PAIR 
MAINS HT TXS. 2V-0-2 45) 2 AMPS & 50V + 50V 45) 10 MA £25 
EACH 
3.15-2V5-0V-2V5-3.15 FP 4 AMPS 
6V3 @ AMP, 6V3 45)1 AMP, 25V DRIVER BIAS 
100V OUTPUT STAGE BIAS, 25V DELAYED HT WINDING 
AND HT TAPPED TO PROVIDE 0-400-450-500-550-600-650 
VDC 
AT 150 MA, APPROX 8 KILO. PRICE £120 EACH. 

We now manufacture chassis to order in any quantity and in any 
size, in 1.5mm steel or BRASS, all our CHASSIS have welded 
and ground corners, and a 12mm underside flange. They are 
very good quality and one of the best value. Prices start at 
around £30. We can also make TOP COVERS and base plates, 
and can work from a rough sketch if need be, and can advise on 
drilling and finishing, without our customers having to take out 
a second mortgage. Please send in a sketch for a quote. 

ANCILLARY 

COMPONENTS (WHILE STOCKS LAST) 

VT105 (ML6) BOXED, NEW, MILITARY DRIVER VALVES 
B5,PIN £20 EACH. 
ONLY 20 LEFT (DIRECTLY HEATED 6V3 TRIODES, 
PORCELAIN BASED) 

19 X 25 SILVER PLATED COPPER I 11.h, 
MIL SPEC, £1.50 PER MTRE 

2200 UF @ 450V BY ITT, BLACK 51/2" X 3" 
DIAM £40 EACH (20 OFF) 

330UF @ 450V BY BHC BLACK £7 EACH 
150 + 200 + 200uf OD 300v PLESSY £5 EACH 
800 uf 250v ITT £5 EACH 
SOLID PLATED COLOURED WIRE PACK 11 COLOURS 15 
METERS, IDEAL FOR AMPLIFIER £5 PER PACK 
B9A NYLON VALVE HOLDER BY VAL 111E £0.80 EACH 

ALL ITEMS INC. P.P. + INS. PLEASE SEND S.A.E. 

FOR FURTHER DETAILS, TOP J PERRY 
AUDIO ENGINEERING 

\ 57 LYNDHURST DRIVE, LEYTON LONDON El0 6JB / 
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BOOK REVIEW 

70 Years of Radio Tubes 
and Valves by John W Stokes 

Reviewed by Andy Grovè. 

H
ere is a historical survey of 
valve evolution. Author John 

W. Stokes starts at the very 

beginning with Edison's original 

discovery of the unidirectional current 

flow from a heated filament and how 

this discovery led Fleming to the first 

commercial detector diodes. De 

Forest's addition of a gric to the diode 

to form the "Audion" (triode) and the 

first commercial Audions are covered 

next. These, first two chapters are a 

brief history of the discovery of the 

valve as we know it. There are quotes 

from the inventors and pictures of the 

original prototypes and early 

commercial versions, which were 

basically modified light bulbs! The 

reader is led forward in time to WW 1 

and the valves and respective 

numbering systems used by the armed 

forces at that time. 

The valves start to become a little 

more recognisable with the 

introduction of the Britisri R valve 

• (itti(ie for 
Filectronn: Engineers 

Iic,riin nJ Calectors 

by John W. Stokcs 

'fbe Vcull In.., Ltd. 
Vcsul. Num. York 1:451) USA 

(French derived) and similar types. 

American valve development after 

WWI is next with the politics behind 

the formation of RCA as well as the 

other giants AT&T, Western Electric 

and ITT, and their valves. The early 

independent American companies are 

introduced in a separate chapter, a lot 

of these were either absorbed by the 

giants or just faded away. There are 

names like Moorhead, Myers, 

Schickerling and so on, probably 

familiar to valve collectors bt..t totally 

new to me. 

Screen grid vaives (tetrodes) are 

next on the historical trail. Most of the 

manufacturers of this type of valve are 

European, with familiar names like 

Mul ard and Philips, because the 

tetrode was invented by Schottky while 

working for Siemens of Germany. 

Uni..sual double-ended RF tetrodes are 

described as well. Chapter 7 introduces 

valves intended for use on AC mains 

power, where previous valves needed a 

battery supply for the 

filaments. Next is the 

pentode, designed by 

Philips to overcome the 

problems associated with 

tetrodes, together with 

pictures and details of 

the very first tiDes. 

However, the tetrode 

underwent fun t her 

development and beam 

tetrodes such as the 6L6 

(RCA) and KT66 (GEC) 

are described in the 

following chapter. 

Multiple filament 

valves which led to multi-

element valves are 

covered in Chapter 10. 

Chapter 11 returns us to 

the diode with a short 

description of the 

developments which 

took place in detectors. 

The radio theme is continued into the 

next chapter, all about frequency 

changers for heterodyne receivers. 

These valves had multiple grids, 

hexodes, heptodes and octodes, the 

type numbers will be recognisable to 

vintage radio collectors. 

The author, having detailed the 

basic valve types, continues his survey 

in the next few chapters with the 

development of the different basing and 

bulb arrangements. Metal tubes come 

first and then the familiar Octal base. 

All-glass envelopes, which aided mass 

production, come next together with 

the politics surrounding their 

introduction. Chapter 15 describes a 

variety of power rectifier valves and 

their evolution to Tungar and Mercury 

vapour types as well as the later 

indirectly heated rectifiers such as the 

GZ34. 

Chapter 21 returns the reader to 

the American independent companies, 

but this time the names are more 

familiar, Sylvania and Tung-Sol for 

example. Then the Australian and 

Canadian manufacturers are followed 

by a return to large British companies 

like Ediswan ( Mazda), Marconi and 

Brimar. The smaller, independent 

British companies are in the following 

section: Ekco, Cossor, Hivac, Lissen 

and so on, all familiar to British set 

owners. Some more unusual 

manufacturers are also described. 

Following this is a chapter dedicated to 

Philips and their valves. 

Valve development in the USA after 

WW2 is the subject of the penultimate 

chapter, also covering the American 

manufacturers' attempts at cheapening 

valve production by manufacturing in 

Chile and Brazil. The final chapter is 

about valve collecting as a hobby. 

This chronological look at valve 

evolution up to just after the Second 

World War has many monochrome 

pictures showing some really unusual 

valves, packaging and vintage 

advertisements. It is also interesting to 

read how now-familiar brand names 

came about, as well as the 

manufacturers that didn't make it in 

such a big way but were important 

historically. This book seems to be 

aimed at set owners and valve 

collectors more than hi-fi enthusiasts, 

but if you are interested in valve 

history it's for you • 
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Hart Audio Kits - 
Your Value for Money Route to Better Sound 
2 Penylan Mill, Oswestry, Shropshire, UK. SY 10 9AF 

Phone 01691 652894 Fax. 01691 662864 

Hart Audio Kils and ban assembled units use the very best audiophile components to 
oircuit designs by de renowned John Linsley Hood to give you unbeatable pertamana. and 
dibelerable value for money 
We have ahvays led lie field for easy hone construction to professional standards, even in 
the sixties we xere using easily assembled printed circuits *hen Meek! in America were 
Id/ using tagboardsl Many years of experience and innovation, going back to Ae early 
Dint le and Bailey classics gives us incomparable design expertise in the needs of tte 
none constructor The current range of Hart kits is designed to give you all the components 
lor a matching ensemble & audio excellence 

111100 AUDIO DESIGN 80 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER 
of our range, and tie 

oeu pommuose tor your Aimee rid, system his kit is your way to get DC gestormarceat 
!urge basement prices Unique design features such as fully PET stabilised power 
supplies give this amplifier World Class performance oath startling clarity and transparency 

sound, ailed to the famous HART quality si components and ease of construction 
Useful options are a stereo LED peter meter and a versatile passive front end giving 
switched inputs, with ALPS precision Blue Velvet low-noise volume and balance controls 
Construction is very simple and emoyable with all ttve difficult werk done for you. even ne 
wiring is pre-terminated, ready for instant use( All versions are available with Standard 
mmponents or specially selected Super Audiophile components at C960 extra per 
:banner plus £2 40 if you want to include Gold Plated speaker terminals 
K11008 Complete STANDARD Amplifier Kit £395 21 
A 11008 Factory Assembled 
K1100SC Complete SLAVE Amplifier Kit f 
41100SC Factor y Assembled 
KlIthN4CasrØteM0NfWtDCAunplderKit 
41 IA9A4 Factory Assembled 
RLH10 Reprints ot latest Amplifier articles 
1100CM Constnrtion Manual wth full parts lists 

f499 21 
f.3.33 
£12252 
£26120 
£32920 
£4 50 
£5 50 

K 1 400 AUDIOPHILE PREAMPLIFIER. A versatile ultra tupes quality preamp ¡nth noless 
wthed by sealed high quality relays Separate Lee output seleden 

for Iwo phones Lo-I long line drive facility 

1514991 Kil witn To-range lone controls 
£34319 
£3% 11 

e 

"MARA" SINGLE ENDED CLASS "A" HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER. 
st Module to appear n our new 2000 Range" ol kits This snit provider a high quaky 

phone output 10f those many amplifiers Oaten& have one Easily installed with specal 
,mk-through facility the und draws its power from our new Andante Ultra High Quality linear 
ioroidal supply Housed in Me neat, black finished, Hart minds if features the wide 
rrequericy response, low-distortion and 'musicality that ore associates vdth designs from 
the renowned John Linsley Hood Pre-terminated interconnecting leads and PCB mounced 
sockets prevent supply polarity reversal and on-board diagnostics provide visual indication 
.1 supply line integrity Volume and balance controls are Alps Blue Velvet" componees 
Very easily built even by beginners. since all components lit directly on the single mined 
:Irani board and there is no conventional wiring whatsoever. The kif has very detailed 
•tstruCtiOns. and even comes with a roll of Hart »degrade Silver SOlder II can also be 
oplied factory assembled and tested Selling for less Man Me total cost st all the 

-,ponents. it they »ere bought separately, this unit represents incredible 
for money and mates an attractive and harmonious additen to am 

mh system 
Q100 Cornplek Kit. 110930 
K2100S4 Series Audiophile vetsion with selected audiophile 
components. .£11246 
42100SA FactiocyAsneottied and Tested Chie £149 

K3565 Andante' Audophiie Power Supply Kit to sun .... £85 42 
A3565 Foolery knelled and Teed 'Andante ...... £128 42 
SPecial Offet. 800 Units in e Form fogMher, et, S4 been 'Clear( ofh mains and DC 
SuPPIY lead ONI. Y f 184 92 
Factor y Assembled add Tested ONLY 067 88 

KI150 MAGNETIC PICKUP PREAMPUFIER KIT features a totally discrete component 
implemeetion with the superior sound of Me Shunt Feedback concept me Oily 
components fitting to an advanced double sided printed circuit board mate this a produd at 
the leading edge of technology eel you will be proud to Owl Need/elms** Oill step by 
step instructions ills wry easy and sardyng to assembk The higher courant consunetion 
ol this und means that it is best powered by our new Andante Audio Power Story, itself 
an advanced piece of technology in a netdeng case This supplies he superbly smoothed 
and stabilised supply Imes needed by ny sensilne preamplifier and teems a fully polled 
Hi-grade toroidal trans/center along setha special limited shift earthing system for hum tree 
operation The K1450 is suitable for all moving coil and moong magnet transducers this 

unit is esisecially recommended tor and will extrad Me very best from Me modern 
generation of low output high qualify moving coil transducers 
This magnificent kit cones complete with all parts ready to assemble inside de hilly 
hnisled 228 x 134 x 63mm ale Comes with full easy to lobo* instruchons as well as 
the Hart Gunk to PCB Construction. we men throw in enough Het Auckogract Sel ver 
Sod to construd your Id 
K1450 Comte Kit ......111138 
COOSA Audiophile Kit 

Mry not buy the reprints and construction manual la tre kit you are interested in A see 
how easy it is lo build your own equipment the FART way The FULL cost can be credited 
against your subsequent kit purchase 

ALPS "Bin Me" PRECISION AUDIO CONTROLS. 
Now you can throw out Hose noisy ill- matched canteo pots and replace enteral 
components only used selectively in the wry lop /light of World class awriliers The 
improvement in bd( accuracy and matching really is incredible giving beer tonal balance 
between channels and rock solid image stability. 

MANUAL POTENTIOMETERS 
£1567 

2-Gang ICI( 5014 or 10% Log £16 40 
2-Gang 599 Special Balance zero coed* atd rem centre loss £1746 

MOTORISED POTENTIOMETERS 
2-Gang 20K Log Volume Control £2620 
2-Gang 1014 R0 Special Sabana, aKo crosstalk and less ften 10% kim tords, 
position £26.98 

SOLDERING 
The our o I modern components mates Ile right soldering equipment essential he good 
results Everything Ise otter we actually use in our own weAshops! See our Lists tr tull 
range 
845-820 X5240 ANTEX 240v25w501daeung Iron This is Me ideal Mule-purpose iron as 
the bit d designed to totally surround Me element giving Ile test heat transfer This 
excellent design also means that although it is small and handy enough for modern 
components its heating capacity is beder than large irons of conventional construction 

845-080 ST4 Lighineight Soldering Iron Sect This has provision tor he classic damp 
sponge lor Mt wiping 

MART SUPER AMOGRADE SILVER SOLDER 
Hart Super Audiograde Siher Solder has teen specially lonnulated Oa de serious 
audiophile Not only does it gite beautiful easy-to-make tents but it is designed to melt at 
normal soldering tenperatures eroding the possibility & theme! drupe to components or 
the reed la special Mgt temperature irons A belt, low residue flux mates petted pints 
easy but el/mates de need for board cleaning Ater assembly 

845-007 3ners 22SWG in Haft Mini Tube £3 90 
845-00814 Reel Special Vahe Grade. 205w9 £12 90 
815-009 Preasion PCB Grade 22siev f 14 75 
845-110 1009 Reel Superfine 74swg tor ultra precise control and easy working £21 45 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD SOLDERING PRACIICE KIT 
Unsure ¡meter yo Cdr. ,:a1Slfda a HART id tnis ,s you,' ovule to try Your HART 
Printed Circuit Board Soldering Practice Kit cares wid a range of modem components, a 
typical Hart quality KR a roll of the coned grade & solder and lull instructions it enables 
the enthusiast ello is uncertain of MS, on indeed her, ability to put together and solder a 
printed circuit to try heir hand at minimum cost The instructions explain the right 
technique and guide even an absolute beginner through the seemingly daunting, but in get 
wry simple, art of making a good soldered joint 
Excellent value for money al only £199 
Super Version with Hal Silver soe f6 

TECHIIICAL BOOKSHELF 
"Eve latiEurnr And now, hot Otte press, yefanorne' 
pen of John Linsley Hood Following de enormous ongoing success ol * 
Electrones•Ho latest Offing is de all-new edihon of Audio Electronics', now entirely re 
weer by le master brtnsell 

audio equipment understanding electronics leads lo tar greater control over the rer' 
sound 

innovation in MiS held allow him to apply his gifts/being so familiar with his subject Mat 
he can we clearly about isard make it both interesting and comprehensible to the reader 
Containing 240 peas ea« 250 line illustrations this new tee represents great value 
tor money' only £18 99 ' 

"THE ART OF LINEAR ELECTRONICS.' 
Ihedehmhve hneareledrones and audio book by de renovmed John Linsley Hoc,: 
300e page book will give you an unparalleled insight into be workings stall lees - • 
circuits Learn howl° read circuit diaganis and understand rplitiers and 
designed to ghe the best sound The Mies and vices of passive and . 
are examined and bere are separate sechons covering peer supplies and Ae 
noise and hum As one would expect from des mite r histay and &neon .• 
amplifier circtidry have an entire chapter, as does test ed measurement aperient 
COmously illustrated this book dincredide value tor ffie amount of inionnahon 
on be much neglected held o I linear, as opposed to digita, 'bleed h • 
destined to become the standard reference la% 
Latest reprinted edihon with edended index 
1991 344 Pages 247s 1Kg 0-7506-0868-4 £16 95' 

'DIGITAL AUDIO AND COMPACT DISC TECHNOLOGY" 
0-7506-0614-7 £57 95 
INTRODUCING DIGITAL AUDIO CD. DA T AND SWING. 

/588/ 1870775 228 __£I 95 
THE ART OF SOLDERING « 0-%935-324-3. .... £3 95 
"TOWERS' INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR' 
0-572-01067-1 £19 95' 

'HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & 01}13 TEST E0111P120" RAPenlold 99997 
£350 
"THE LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN COOKBOOK' Vance Dicktson (Rh Edn ) 0-9621-191-7-6 
£22 95* 
ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION Ronald Wagner MA 
£18 95 
'AN INTRODUCTION TO LOUDSPEAKERS& ENCLOSURE DESIGN' 
V Capel BP255 1295 
'LOUDSPEAERS FOR MUSCIANS" 99297.9995 
THE HART PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD CONSTRUCTION GUIDE This is included FREE 
with all conple kits but is avaieble separately f2 50 

VALVE & EARLY CLASSIC BOOKS 
THE vn. BOOK David Manley BKVI1 £1795 
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BOOK REVIEW 

BULLOCK ON BOXES 
by Robert M. Bullock III 

reviewed by Dominic Baker 

B
ullock on Boxes is a collection of 
articles printed in Speaker Builder 

from 1980 onwards by author 

Bob Bullock. Although a professor of 

Applied Mathematics at Miami University, 

Bob Bullock's explanations of vented and 

closed box systems are written in an 

informative, down to earth style with the 

emphasis on practicality. 

But who will this book interest? 

Nowadays a lot of the basic box design 

for a loudspeaker is done on a PC. Simple 

box modelling packages are cheap and 

easy to use, giving fast and accurate 

results. But if you don't have access to a 

PC, it doesn't mean you can't design your 

own loudspeaker cabinets. All 

manufacturers give Thiele-Small 

parameters with their drive units these 

days, and applying these with a few simple 

formulae will give you all of the design 

information you need, it just takes a little 

longer. 

Bullock on Boxes gives you these 

equations and shows exactly how to 

manipulate them for the design you want. 

There are even design examples, text-

book style, which clearly show how to 

manipulate the maths, calculate the data 

you need and interpret it. 

The first chapter gives the reader a 

grounding in Thiele-Small parameters, 

without getting into heavy maths; ideal 

for the keen amateur who doesn't need 

to plough through lengthy equations. A 

useful part of this first chapter is the 

description of Thiele's work in 

determining a specific vented speaker 

system alignment for a given driver. This 

basically shows you what kind of bass 

response you get from a driver with a 

given Qts, which varies from 0.2 to 

around 0.65 for quality drivers. With a 

Qts of 0.38 it is possible to tune for a 

Butterworth 4th order alignment (B4), 

which gives the flattest response possible 

in the pass band. With a Qts above 0.38 

the response will show some ripple 

before it rolls off (these are 

normally better suited to 

sealed enclosures where a 

flatter response is possible). 

Below 0.38 bass rolls early 

which would give light bass. 

This is useful stuff, showing 

that to get good bass and a 

flat response, the right 

driver parameters must be 

matched to the right type of 

cabinet alignment. 

Jn the next article, Bullock describes 

in detail a method and the equipment 

needed to measure the Thiele-Small 

parameters for yourself. The method is 

fairly standard, and similar procedures 

can be found in The Loudspeaker Design 

Cookbook, amongst others. For most 

readers it will not be necessary to make 

these measurements, nearly all 

manufacturers supply a full set of Thiele-

Smalls for their drivers nowadays. In 

Chapter 3 Bullock takes the vented box a 

stage further. There is a lot of useful 

practical advice here, well worth knowing 

before you buy your drivers. For 

example, he draws attention to the fact 

the higher Q drivers need a larger cabinet 

volLme for a given bass response than 

low Q drivers. So if you are aiming to 

design a compact enclosure with good 

bass, Qts should be low. 

in places Bullock makes valid points, 

but they are not necessarily important in 

practical designs. He suggests that if you 

arrive at a given volume for a loudspeaker 

cabinet, the volume that the driver, port, 

bracing and so on take up should be 

allowed for. In practice this tends to be a 

very small percentage of the total volume, 

and leakage and absorption losses will 

further complicate things. 

In other areas the author is very 

practical though, describing his method 

for making a removable baffle tor 

experimentation. He goes on to describe 

a process of fine tuning, and w-lich 

BULLOCK 
ON 
BOXES 

by Robert M. Bullock Ill 
assisted by Robert White 

parameter; box volume, port size, etc. to 

vary to get the effect you want. 

These first three chapters give the 

home constructor just about everything 

they need to competently design and 

tune their own loudspeaker cabinets. 

Chapter 4 goes on further to discuss 

alternative alignments and how they can 

be used to get specific response shapes. 

This is really for those with a perverse 

quest for knowledge, and isn't necessary 

for DlYers just looking to design a good 

loudspeaker for themselves. It is useful 

information, but goes further than most 

will need. 

The remainder of the articles, with 

the except on of Chapter 9 which 

discusses 6th order alignments (more for 

the boffins), concerns Boxresponse and 

Boxmodel, computer aided design 

packages that do a lot of the maths for 

you. But I suspect that this book will be 

of more interest to readers without 

access to a PC. 

Last of all, Chapter 10 contains 

updates and correspondence from 

Speaker Budder readers, where many 

questions are raised and answered by 

Bullock, for example: how to apply 

Thiele-Small parameters when two 

drivers are used in the same box. All in 

all, Bullock on Boxes is a very 

comprehensive, readable and practical 

guide to all aspects of vented and sealed 

cabinet design, a must for enthusiast 

loudspeaker builders • 
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KIT & COMPONENT SUPPLIERS 

LOUDSPEAKER KIT SUPPLIERS 
Falcon DIY Speakers 
Falcon Acoustics Ltd. Tabor House, Norwich Road, 
Mulbarton, Norfolk NRI4 8JT. Tel. 01508 578272 
UK distributors of FOCAL dnve units. Kits. In Car and 
jr1Lab speaker systems plus SOLEN (SCR - 
Chateauroux) polypropylene capacitors and the largest 
audio inductor manufacturer in the UK Stocking Audio 
Amateur Publications and Computer software. 
Comprehensive range of D.1.Y Speaker kits, Parts. 
Accessories and Books. 
Please send large SAE (36p) for free price list. 

"Everything but the wood" 

The Speaker Co. 
Unit 9, Waterside Mill, Waterside, 
Macclesfield, Cheshire. SK II 7HG. Tel: 0625 500507 
The largest range of speaker drive units and accessones 
stocked for the speaker builder. Plus a range of speaker 
kits designed exclusively for The Speaker Company. 
MLSSA test facility available, phone for an appointment 
Our prices can not be beaten. 

Audiocab 
9 Skew Bridge Close, Wootton Bassett, 
Swindon, Wilts. SN4 7DW. Tel: 0793 848437. 
m oudspeaker cabinet kits are the speciality of 
-AUDIOCAB". Whether you are prototyping your 
own loudspeakers or working to a design published in 
Hi-Fi World, including the KLS3, "AUDIOC_AB" will 
produce a bespoke kit to your specification. "Biscuit 
jointing" is used to ensure perfect alignment of adjacent 
panels and cabinets are dry assembled and sanded 
before dispatch. David Bar-field, proprietor, says "no 
prior experience of woodworking will be required to 
build our kits and achieve a professional finish". Kits will 
normally be supplied in 25mm unfinished MDF but any 
finish is available and designs are usually enhanced by 
the use of mouldings to escape from the normal 
"square box". Ready built cabinets can also be 
specified. Professional, trade and retail enquiries are 
invited. 

Wilmslow Audio 
Wellington Close, Parkgate Trading Estate, 
Knutsford, Cheshire VVAI6 8DX 
Tel, 0565 650605 Fax. 0565 650080 
Extensive range of drive units and over 30 different 
designs of self-assembly kit. Two 'ATC' kits now 
available. Drive units include those from KEF. Dynaudio, 
Audax, SEAS. Peerless, Scanspeak and Morel. 
Everything required for the loudspeaker builder and 
four dem rooms to listen to the kits in built-up form. 
Two new kits from Morel - one 3 litre, magnetically 
shielded, one II litre book shelf. 

IPL Acoustics 
2 Laverton Road, Westbury, 
Wilts BAI3 3RS. Tel. 0373 823333 
IPL supply a range of eight speaker kits using drive units 
from SEAS, Morel. Audax, Visaton etc. including four 
transmission lines to suit all room sizes. We also supply 
a full range of drive units, capacitors, and cabinet 
accesones as well as silver plated P.T.F.E. insulated 
cables. 

DBS Audio 
PO Box 91, Bury St Edmunds, 
Suffolk IP30 ONF. Tel. 0284 828926 
Sole authorised supplier of DBS loudspeaker kits 
designed by Dave Bemman. The acclaimed DBS6 kit 
includes Morel tweeters and custom built woofers, plus 
top quality pre-assembled crossover and components. 

UPLIFTING SOUNDS - Tel: 0121 777 4196 
Offers assistance in the design and construction of 
loudspeakers and audio furniture. From innovative to 
stylistic talk through your ideas with an enthusiast and 
choose your own level of involvement 

VALVE AND OUPUT TRANSFORMER 
SUPPLIERS 
P.V. Tubes 
104 Abbey Street, Accrington, 
Lancs. BB5 I EE 
Tel. 0254 236521/232611 24 hrs a/p. Fax. 
0254395361 
For all your electronic components. Valves are new in 
branded boxes and matched pairs areavailable. Pis call 
for types and pnces.We are closed all day Wednesday. 

Vintage Valves, 

PO Box 147, Station A. Vancouver B.C. 
Canada, U6C 2M3. Fax (604) 876 5876. 
Dynaco, ShenNood, Scott. The Fisher, McIntosh, Eico. 
Harmon Kardon, Heath, Altec, Stromberg- Carbon. 
Many vintage parts and equipment available on request 
Wilson Valves 
28 Banks Ave., Golcar, 
Huddersfield.West Yorks HD7 4LZ. 
Tel. 0484 654650/420774. Fax. 0484 655699. 
Mail order. Call us to find out more about out 
extensive range of valves. Over 1,000 different types 
stocked. SAE. for list (Please mark for Dept HFVV). 

Langrex Supplies Ltd 
1 Mayo Road, Croydon, 
Surrey CRO 2QP 
Tel. 081 684 1166 or fax. 081 684 3056 
One of the largest distributors of electronic valves, 
tubes and semi-conductors in the UK by original UK 
and USA manufacturers. Obsolete types are a 
speciality. Telephone or fax for an immediate 
quotation. 

Billington Export Ltd. 
1E Gillmans Trading Est., Billingshurst 
West Sussex RH14 9EZ 
Tel. 01403 784961 or Fax. 01403 783519 
Billington Export Ltd. holds lange stocks of audio valves 
including many obsolete brands such as Mullard. GEC. 
Bnmar etc. as well as Sovtek. Thermionic Gold Brand 
and the recently introduced Billington Gold range. Also 
Cathode Ray Tubes (eg. used in Marantz tuner I OB). 
50 page catalogue available, tel or fax for a quotation. 
Minimum order £50.00 UK, £ 100 export. 

PM Components 
Springhead Enterprise Park Springhead Road, 
Gravesend, Kent DA II 3HD . Tel. 0474 560521 
P.M. Components Ltd are the specialist component 
company for High End Audio enthusiasts. We have a 
design and manufacturing base for audio valves and 
associated products and have a capability to produce 
custom tubes for major manufacturers. Our 70 page 
catalogue is available at £2.50 including U.K. postage. 
P.M. Components are major stockists for Golden 
Dragon, Mullard, GEC and Teonex valves and have a 
vast archive of vintage tubes gathered from every 
manufacturer in the world. 

Chelmer Valve Company 
130 New London Road, Chelmsford, 
Essex CM2 ORG. Tel 0245 265865 Fax. 0245 490064. 
Supplier of premium range of audio valves, other valves 
and components also available. (Please see our ad on 
outside back cover of this supplement). 

RESTORATION 
GT Audio 5 Upper Road, 
Higher Denham, Bucks UB9 5EJ. Tel. 0895 833099 
Professional repair/restoration of all hi-fi including 
classic and vintage equipment Supplier of very high 
quality electronic components, in particular types which 
are difficult to source. Original valves available, i.e.. 
Mullard. Brimar. GEC. GE. RCA. Sylvania etc. 

COMPONENT SUPPLIERS 
Hart Electronic Kits Ltd Penylan Mill, 
Oswestry, Shropshire SYI0 9AF 
24 Hr sales/enquiries. Tel. 0691 652894 
A range of Audiophile kits for 80 watt Power 
Amplifiers, Tuners, Pre-Amps and Moving Coil/Moving 
Magnet RIAA Pickup Preamps. All kits are fully 
engineered, with our thirty years design experience, for 
easy constructions from circuits by John Lindsey Hood, 
the most respected designer in the field. Send for lists. 

J.J. Components, Electronic Component Distributors, 
63 The Chase, Edgware, Middx. HA8 SDN UK. 
Tel: 0181 952 4641 Fax. 0181 381 1700 
Television - Video - Hi-Fi and Computer components 
at a very keen prices. Video Head, Belt Kits, Pinch 
Rollers, Repair Kit, Televesion, Transformers On-Off 
Switches Semi-conductorss IC's Computer Hard 
Drive, Floppy Drive, cases, Drams. Keyboards. 
Monitors, Mouse all under one umbrella. Ring for our 
latest catalogue & price lists. 
Most credit cards accepted. 

V.R.R. 
30 Melbourne Ave, 
Worthing. BN 12 4RT. Tel: 01903 501158 
Vintage Radio Restoration 

We can provide mains transformers. chokes and single-
ended or push/pull output transformers as well as silver 
cable, paper-in-oil capacitors and other goodies all at 
reasonable prices. Our 30w monoblock short kit is only 
099! 

AP Electronics 
20 Derwent Centre, Clarke Street, 
Derby, DEI 2BUT 
Check out the AP ELECTRONICS 1994 catalogue. It's 
free with every order of over £40.00 or can be 
purchased for a £4.95 cheque payable to 'AUDIOKII S' 
Over 80 pages include pre and power amplifier kits, 
high grade audiophile resistors, capacitors and 
semiconductors, audio and mains cables, gold and 
rhodium plated connectors and COMPONENT 
NOTES on using high grade parts. A quarterly 
newsletter 'AP PERFORMANCE AUDIO' has been 
recently launched and your first issue is free. 

RushAudio 
126 Station Rd., Tempsford, 
Sandy SG 19 2AY. Tel. 01767 640779 Fax. 01767 
640617 
RushAudio stock high quality British made 
polypropylene capacitors (630V dc) ideal for PSU 
applications. 30uF ( 100mm x 50mm dia.) £22; 40uF 
(100 x 63) £27: 50uF ( 100 x 63) £32; I 00uF ( 125 y 
76) £55. Carriage: 1 capacitor E2; 2 - £4; 3 or more 
£6. Unfortunately VAT is extra on total of goods plus 
carriage. Cheque with order apperciated for prompt 
delivery. 

Audio-Links 
7 Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe. 
North Lincolnshire DNI6 1EL. 
Tel. 01724 870432 / 764804 
CUSTOM WOUND TRANSFORMERS & CHOKES 
- Exceptionally high quality items for valve and solid-state designs 
at realistic pnces. 
AUDIO - LINKS, "THE GREEN" INTERCONNECT CABLE 
- Now available in kit form. All the parts you need to make your 
own reference interconnects at a fraction of the cost 
Vast range of highest quality electronic components 
and accessories for the D.I.Y. enthusiast. VAT incl. 
prices, mail order and a friendly service. Open Monday 
to Saturday 10am - 7.pm 

Chassis Company 
PO Box 36. Letchworth 
Hertfordshire SG6 2UR 
Tel/Fax: 01462 671594 
Suppliers of high quality classic style welded Aluminium' 
chassis, designed for DIY Audiophile constructors. 0 . 
modular chassis is also very suited to semiconductor 
pre/power amplifier applications. Check out our PP 
sheet at £24 inc per sheet 150x30x5mm. Please senm • 
38p A4 SAE for details. 

Russ Andrews Audiophile Components 
Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh. 
Kendal, Westmorland. LA8 9AS 
Tel. 01539 823247 Fax. 01539 823317 
World leading supplier of the highest quality premitic 
grade components. If you want the very best sound, 
resistors, capacitors, inductors. volume controls, winT 
etc. send for our 1994/95 catalogue. We also have 
range of our own design of amplifiers, pre-amps, 
speakers and CD players built with our components 
To receive your copy of our 1994/95 catalopi his: 
mail, phone or fax the address above. 

VINTAGE DIY 
Loricraft Audio 
4 Big Lane, Goose Green. 
Lambourn, Barks RGI6 750. Tel. 0488 72267 
Specialist restoration of 301's and 401's using genuinr• 
spares and re-manufactured parts to original pristine 
standards in our newly built workshops designed 
primarily for these purposes. 

CLASSIC TURNTABLES 
Technical & General 
P.O. Box 53, Crowborough, 
East Sussex TN6 2BY. Tel. 0892 654534. 
The onginal specialist source of spares, restorations and 
overhauls for the classic turntables. Years of actual 
experience and comprehensive range of parts (originals 
and re-manufactures), manuals. ancillaries, No dubious 
'improvements' - no harmful 'modifications'. Our 
specialities: Connoisseur Garrard: Coldring; Lenco; 
S.M.E.; Thorens: Watts; Ortofon; Shure: Cartidges arm: 
styli for 78s. Mono LPs, Stereo LPs. 
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Letters 
DIY DAC KIT? 
Congratulations and thanks 
for the feature on preamp 
valves in the DIY section of 
the April issue. It was very 
clearly written and pitched 
exactly at the right level for a 
reader like myself, who has 
built three of the World 
Design kits by following the 
'recipe' but who seeks a bit of 
real 'understanding' of what 
the components are doing. I 
expect that you will produce 
a similar piece on power 
valves soon, and I for one will 
look forward to reading it. 
One thing that interested me 
about your feature was that, 
despite your initial mild 
reproof of your friend's 
approach of 'just plugging in 
and listening', your final 
comments about each of the 
valves were concerned wmh 
their sonic qualities. But how 
else could these be 
ascertained except by taking 
your friend's advice? 

I would be tempted to get 

out my soldering iron again if 

you could produce a DAC 

kit, because then I could claim 

to have built everything from 

front end through pre and 

power amps to speakers. But 

I note your (actually NK's) 

reservations about the cost 

savings in digital circuit 

assembly. So if that is not on 

the stocks, what about a 

circuit for a single channel 

with variable components and 

headphone output, so that 

we could all 'plug in and 

listen' and also fiddle around 

with the component values to 

try and get a deeper 

understanding of the 

influence of each on the 

sound. 

In any event, thanks again 

and keep up the high 

standard. It's a real pleasure 

to read HFVV each month. 

Don Dougall 

East Nemphlar, 

Lanark. 

Feature on power valves? 

Now that's a good idea, 

one so obvious we hadn't 

thought of it! 

Digital convertors 

work at up to 30MHz and 

can be very difficult things 

to design, especially in 

their mechanical layout. 

Philips Labs at Eindhoven, 

Holland, are quick to 

complain that their DAC 

chips often didn't work 

properly in commercial 

products because of board 

layout problems arising 

from unsatisfactory design. 

If manufacturers can't get 

it right, we're doubtful 

that DIYers without test 

equipment can manage, 

making us reluctant to 

feature such things. 

Ironically, the very fact 

that layout is such a 

problem has spurred chip 

makers to produce 

"evaluation boards" 

(examples of how you 

should do it), which DIYers 

can buy. Crystal 

evaluation boards are 

available from 

Electromail, for example. 

These demonstrate that 

even the electronics alone 

are not cheap. 

We have tentatively 

discussed designing a valve 

one-bit convertor, but the 

development costs and 

problems are too much for 

us at present. NK 

BUILDING A 
LOWTHER SPEAKER 

A few weeks ago I ordered 

two drive units from 

Lowther, their PM7s. 

As I have no experience 

with Lowther, and can't find 

tests in the leading Hi-Fi 

press, except in the latest 

issue of Hi-Fi World in form 

of the Thomas Tranducers 

Brio, my imagination ranges 

from very positive to 

scepticism. The idea is as 

follows. There were (I don't 

know if they still exist) a few 

models in the past, all big 

(large) transmission line or 

horn loaded TP, Acoustica, 

Audiovector etc. that used 

Lowther drivers. 

As I have no idea about 

the size and proportions, can 

you describe those models? 

Or if there are some 

drawings or tests from some 

Hi-Fi mags that can be of help 

before I decide which plan to 

purchase for building. So 

please describe for me the 

sound of each kit enclosure 

for Lowther drivers and if 

you can draw some 

connection with the new 

Bicor range. 

I know it is a lot to 

request from you, but if I 

choose the wrong model to 

build, it's financial and musical 

disappointment for me. 

Marjan Vacev 

Skopje, 

FYR Macedonia 

If you contact Lowther on 

Tel: 0181 300 9166, they 

have a large range of 

cabinet drawings available 

to suit your drivers. If you 

let them know what kind 

of thing you're after, what 

size your listening room is 

etc. they will be able to 

supply suitable plans for 

around £25. DB >> 
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IMPROVING K588I 

I want to make some notes 

to improve the design of your 

K588I amplifier. 

I) The supply of the EF86 

input valve should be 

stabilised with three 

68V/ 1.3W zener diodes. This 

not only improves the 

dynamic response of the 

amplifier, it helps also to 

solve another problem: if the 

amplifier is turned on, the 

potential on the grids of the 

ECC83s will rise up to 

450volts (or more) until the 

tubes are warmed-up. In the 

original Mullard design this 

problem never existed, 

because the GZ34 rectifier 

valve delayed the plate 

voltage until the other valves 

are warmed-up. 

2) Every electrolytic 

capacitor should be bypassed 

with a small polypropylene or 

polyester capacitor (rule of 

thumb: I percent of the 

capacity of the electrolytic). 

This improves not only the 

treble response, it also 

improves the quality of the 

"room reproduction" (paper-

in-oil capacitors may work 

also for this, but 1 never 

tried.) 

3) The power supply 

capacitors C I 2 - C15 should 

only be high quality types 

with screw terminals used. 

This will not only perform 

better (lower ESR), it will 

also last for many years. 

4) If an output transformer 

with 4 and 16 ohms 

secondary taps is used, you 

can connect the 4 ohm tap to 

ground and use the 0 and 16 

ohm taps for cathode 

feedback of the output valves. 

This not only improves 

control on the bottom end, it 

also improves coupling 

between the primary and the 

secondary of the output 

transformer. This will result 

in better submission of the 

resonant peak of the output 

transformer and greater 

bandwidth of the whole 

amplifier. 

5) UL Taps should be offered 

as an option. The problem 

here is that 43% taps do not 

always work best. For 

example, the first commercial 

amplifier with ultra linear 

feedback (as described in Jean 

Hiraga's "Initiation aux 

Amplis a Tubes") invented by 

Hafler and Keroes used 

18.5% UL taps for an output 

stage with two 6L6s very 

similar to the K5581. In my 

experience it works best if 

both UL taps and cathode 

feedback used together. 

Karl Stephan 

Frankfurt, 

Germany. 

Many vintage amplifiers 

were built to a standard 

only found in the very best 

of modern day equipment. 

As you say, for the non-

enthusiast, the expense of 

buying and restoring an 

old Leak or Marantz 

amplifier may come to a 

substantial amount of 

money and most would, at 

a basic practical level, be 

better off with a solid-

state integrated. The 

restored vintage amplifier, 

however, is likely to 

outperform anything in the 

same price range, and then 

there is the pride of 

ownership commonly 

lacking in today's 

characterless products. 

Regarding your 

comments on the K5881 

amplifier, I am afraid to 

say that you overestimate 

the capabilities of zener 

diodes, especially high 

voltage types (avalanche 

operation). A quick look at 

the specification for the 

1.3W 68V zener you 

mention reveals it has a 

slope resistance of around 

130ohms, so three in series 

would add up to 390 ohms. 

Compared to the reactance 

of the decoupling capacitor 

at all but very low 

frequencies the zener's 

effect on the supply 

impedance would be 

negligible. 

Also, as these high 

voltage "zener" diodes are 

actually avalanche diodes, 

noise is likely to be 

another problem. 

Generally, in my 

experience, avalanche 

diodes need to be treated 

with care in audio circuits, 

including solid -state; 

glow tubes are a better 

device. 

A simple regulator, 

similar to that used in 

KLPP-1 could be used to 

greater effect though. The 

higher than usual voltage 

on the ECC83 grid does not 

cause any damage to the 

valve, but we do use 

delayed H.T. in the more 

DIY CD CONVERTOR 

I have just finished the 

construction of a DAC 

using a Crystal CDB4328 

evaluation board supplied 

by RS Components referred 

to in your June DIY 

supplement. I have 

recorded some notes that 

may be of interest to 

anyone who intends using 

the board as the basis for a 

DAC. 

I. Obtain the application 

notes for the CS4328 chip 

from RS as it gives some 

valuable information that is 

not included with the 

evaluation board. 

2. Before working on the 

board, observe the 

precautions for avoiding 

static discharge by making 

sure that you and any tools 

that you use are connected 

to earth. I use simple croc 

Letter cf 
clip pads attached to my 

metal watch strap, soldering 

iron etc the other end of 

which is connected via a 

resistor to earth. 

3. The board requires two 

power supplies analogue +/-

I 5V and digital + 5V. I chose 

to use two mains 

transformers (supplied via a 

I amp mains filter) for this, 

one toroidal 0-9/0-9v for 

the analogue supply and a 

small 6V PCB mounted one 

for the digital supply. The 

board already has filtering 

and regulation for the 

analogue supply and only 

requires a rectifier and 

smoothing capacitors to be 

included in your circuit. For 

the digital supply a +5V 

supply can easily be 

constructed using a 7805 

regulator. (You can also 

wire across from the 

analogue supply patch area, 

if you wish) 

4. I used a black slimline 

case from RS to house the 

unit, they're are quite 

expensive but give a 

professional look to your 

project and exactly match 

the width and finish of some 

commercial hi-fi. I had to 

remove the binding posts 

from the board so that it 

would fit in the case, I 

suggest that you keep these 

in place during initial testing 

and then solder all 

connections later. 

5. Jumper configuration 

caused some problems, but 

eventually I arrived at these 

settings: JP I can be left as is, 

it only affects the on-board 

LED error display. JP2 

should be set to 0. DIF I 

(next to JP2) should be set 

to I (away from CS4328) 

and DIFO to 0 (towards 
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expensive 300B project. 
Bypassing electrolytic 

capacitors is considered 

good practice in some 
circles and bad in others. It 
seems that bypassing can 
cause a change in the tonal 
colour of the amplifier 
when going from one 
frequency extreme to the 
other and for those who 
want absolute tonal 
consistency this is not 
acceptable. I find it is best 

to use a single very high 
quality unit, except 
possibly in the main power 

supply. In my personal 
projects, where commercial 
cost constraints don't 
exist, I use only Black 
Gate (available from 
AudioNote) and BHC 
ALS20 electrolytic 
capacitors. The super high 
quality screw-terminal can 
types you mention (such as 
BHC ALS20 or Philips 

GRADE ONE) are better 

than the smaller axial 

hypes but are much larger 
and much more expensive, 
precluding their use in a 
budget design. 

The K5881 amplifier is 
ideal for experimentation 
and owners may wish to 
try bypassing their 

electrolytics and assess the 
sound. Use 630V or 1000V 
rated units on the H.T. 
lines, available from 
Maplin. In fact, it would 
be possible to replace the 

smaller value electrolytics 
with polypropylenes from 

their range (if you can find 
room!). Expect a more open 

sound but, depending on 
which type of capacitor is 
used, also an increase in 
overall brightness and 
possibly aggressive treble. 

The problem with using 
the impedance taps of an 
output transformer for 

R5 
110k 

3 x 68V, 1.3W 
zener 
diodes 

V1 
EF86 

97V 

3   

ECC83  1  
V2A1 

 MAI 

C3 22u, 450V 

0 
0.22µF 

polyprop. 
bypass 

H.T. STABILISATION & CAPACITOR BYPASS 

cathode feedback is that 
they may not be 
symmetrically coupled to 
the primary. In most 
transformers they won't 
be. This could lead to 
asymmetrical operation of 
the output valves at high 

-I-he Month 
CS4328). I found that 
setting DIFO to 1 connected 
5V direct to ground causing 
havoc! JP3 should be set to 
the 8412 position. 

6. The digital input is 
configured for AES/EBU 

with a I 10ohm resistor, to 
use an SPDIF input you 

should, strictly speaking, 
change this to 75ohm. In 
practice this wasn't 

necessary. 

7. Mount the board as far 
away from your mains input 
as possible and keep input 
and output leads as short as 

possible. 

8. Having observed all of 
the foregoing you should 
now have a working DAC. 

The great thing about the 
CDB4328 is its almost 
limitless tweakability which 
enables you to experiment 

with differing modes of 

power supply, inputs, 
clocking etc. I intend to try 
battery power supplies 
soon. 

For me, the effort was 
well justified by the sound 
quality and resolution of 

detail which is nothing 
short of superb.1 have 

since spent many happy 
hours revisiting my CD 
collection! 
Peter Johnson 
Essex. 

Thank you for passing on 
your experiences with the 
Crystal CDB4328 CD 

convertor, I'm sure they 
will be helpful to many 
of the keen DIYers out 
there. As you have found, 

it provides a relatively 
straightforward project 
for those with experience 
of digital electronics, and 
sounds good too! DB 

WIN A MAPLIN 

SOLDERING IRON KIT 

COMPLETE WITH A 
LENGTH OF SILVER 

SOLDER 

The writer of the 1110St 
interesting DIY letter each 

month will receive a 
superb Maplin soldering 
iron, stand, booklet on 
good soldering practice 
and a length of high 
quality silver solder. 

Write in to: Hi-Fi World 
DIY letters, 64 Castellani 
Rd, Maida Vale, London 

W9 1EX. 

frequencies, causing 
distortion and/or 
instability. 

Also, using the taps in 
the manner you suggest 
only allows you to use 16 
ohm speakers for fully 
balanced operation. Some 
amplifiers use this type of 
local feedback, such as the 

Quad II and Macintosh 
amplifiers. Here though, 
the output transformers 
were specially designed 
with cathode feedback in 
mind. The Macintosh used 
a unity coupled 
transformer with a bifilar 
winding, injecting 50% of 
the primary voltage into 
the cathodes. Some modern 
day American super-amps 
use linearising cathode 

feedback in the output 
stage, but with no global 

feedback. 
Similar difficulties 

arise with Ultra Linear 
taps. The transformer 
needs to be designed 
around them because the 
taps must be very tightly 
coupled to the primary to 
avoid instability and H.F. 
distortion. This makes the 

transformer much more 
expensive, and as you say 

the commonly quoted 43% 
taps (which I believe came 
into being in the 
application notes for the 
KT66 and EL34 valves) are 
not always ideal. The 
optimum ratio must be 
calculated first, and then 
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experimentally optimised. 

Regulated power 
supplies, super 

components, cathode 

feedback and Ultra Linear 
taps would make K5881 

into a different, possibly 

better, but definitely more 
expensive amplifier. The 
basic kit can be used as it 

is or as a platform on 
which to try these and 
other modifications at 

minimum expense. A.G. 

This sort of debate raises 

an important basic 
consideration of design 

outlook. My experience 
strongly suggests that 
elegant simplicity gives 

the best results. With 
K5881 I quite deliberately 
simplified and honed the 
circuit during 

development; a lot of 
components in the original 

circuit ended up on the 
floor. 

Simple inspection of 

this sort of circuit doesn't 
reveal much, which might 

disappoint you and arouse 

a desire to bolt on goodies. 
You can, of course, do so 
and certain mods, mainly 
component substitution, 
do yield improvement. But 
most of the ideas you 

suggest are likely to be 
unnecessary and possibly 
retrogressive. 

Most commercial valve 
amps operate with a 400V 
H.T. line, set purely by the 

450V limit of electrolytic 

The basic circuit of the 

Quad II power 

amplifier with cathode 

feedback (also used by 

Macintosh). 

capacitors and 

the steep rise 

in cost of using 
stacked series 

caps. if this 
limit is to be 

exceeded. 
K5881 runs 
with a special 

500V power 
supply 
electrolytic, 

which gives a 
460V line. The 

output valves 
see a higher 
load 

impedance in 
consequence 
and operate 
more linearly. 
The output transformers 

were load matched using 
an FFT to give optimum 
performance at all 
frequencies (not just one 
spot frequency) giving 

optimal power transfer 
into a 61-2 nominal load 

(82 tap). Distortion falls 
at higher load values, 
giving unusually linear 
behaviour, helped by very 
high quality output 

transformers. Speaker 
matching is therefore 

excellent (the 411 tap is 
optimised to 2f2 and 

there's even a 16S1 tap). 
You talk about 

applying more feedback, 
but in truth it doesn't need 
it. Ultra-linear taps were 

tried and abandoned. This 
form of feedback skewed 

the transfer characteristic, 

\/1 

H.T. 

CATHODE 
FEEDBACK 

to anode 2 

Anode 
1 

Cathode 
1 

feed-
back 

modulating the distortion 
pattern to make third 
harmonic dominant at 
higher outputs. My 

findings were in line with 
Peter Walker's (Quad) and 
D.T.N. Williamson's 

observations on Hafler 
and Keroes claims 
(Amplifiers & 

Superlatives, JA.E.S., Vol 

2, No2, April 1954: "With 

up to 30% of the winding 
common to screen and 
anode the reduction in 
distortion is greater than 
the reduction in gain. This 
"something for nothing" is 

small however and can be 
lost or reversed if there is 

any appreciable 
unbalance". "Departure 

from ideal (in the output 
transformer) may mean 

that at high frequencies the 
circuit is not all 

  it would appear 

ground 

to cathode 2 

and the effective 
sense of the 
coupling may be 
reversed, 
producing 
oscillation. "Even 
with 

transformers of 
the same nominal 

specification, 
wide variations 

in performance at 
high frequencies 

may occur owing 
to minor 

variations in the 
quality and 

If the tap is affixed to point A 

the stage behaves as triode, 

and if B as a normal tetrode. If 

the screen is tapped at 

intervals from B to A there will 

be progressive inclusion of load 

impedance in the screen circuit 

and a progressive change from 

tetrode to triode 

characteristics. It is not 

essential to use a tap. An 

additional winding tightly 

coupled to the primary may be 

used and has the advantage 

that the screen supply then 

may differ from the anode, for 

best results. 

thickness of insulants and 

in the positioning of 
windings". "The 

possibility of pitfalls is 
greatest in the output 
transformer and increases 
rapidly with the number of 
windings when all these 

must be close coupled". See 
our digram (3) and 

explanation from the AES 
paper. 

Haller & Keroes 1951 
claims for originality were 
refuted by Quad, by the 

way, who stated that a 
similar technique had 
appeared in Wireless 
World, April/May 1947 

and that the Quad II 
amplifier contained a 
better variant, cathode 

coupled feedback. As it 
stands, because of the 
design approach adopted, 

K5881 produces just 0.02% 

pure second harmonic at 
1 W// kHz and this rises 
smoothly but slowly as 

output power increases, a 
very benign characteristic. 
It's better as it is. 

Feedback is an attempt 
to make a silk purse from a 
sows ear. Where it exists 
in audio, by definition the 
basic circuit is not, at a 

most fundamental level, 
adequate for its purpose, 

the reproduction of music. 
If it is, then why are we 

trying to make it better 
using feedback? N.K. 
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CHELMER VALVE COMPANY 
for 

High Quality Audio Valves 

We offer below a selection of our CVC PREMIUM range of audio valves. These CVC BRAND valves are 

from selected world wide sources, processed in our special facility to provide low noise/hum/microphony 

PRE-AMP valves and POWER VALVES burnt-in for improved stability and reliability. Use this sheet as 

your order form. If you require matched pairs, quads or octets etc. Please allow £ 1.00 extra per valve for this 

service and mark alongside the valve type number `1\42,M4, M8' etc as required. 

Price list and Order Form for CVC PREMIUM Audio N alves 

PRE-AMP VALVES RECTIFIERS Unit Price Qty Total Price 
Unit Price Qty Total Price EZ80 4.00 

ECC81/12AT7WA 5.00 EZ81 4.25 
ECC82,/12AU7WA 4.50 GZ32 7.00 
ECC83/12AX7WA 5.00 GZ33 7.00 
ECC85 5.00 GZ34 6.00 
ECC88 4.50 GZ37 6.00 
ECF82 5.00 5U4G 5.00 
ECL82 5.00 5V4GT 4.00 
ECL86 5.00 5Y3GT 3.50 
EF86 4.50 5Z4GT 3.50 
E8OF Gold Pin 9.00 
E81CC Gold Pin 6.20 SOCKETS ETC Unit Price Qty Total Price 
E82CC Gold Pin 6.20 B9A (Chassis or PCB) 1.60 
E83CC Gold Pin 6.20 B9A (Ch or PCB) Gold 3.00 
E88CC Gold Pin 7.20 Octal (Ch or PCB) 1.80 
6EU7 6.00 Octal (Ch or PCB) Gold 4.20 
6SL7GT • 4.00 4 Pin (For 2A3, 300B) 3.30 
6SN7GT 4.50 4 Pin Jumbo (For 211 Etc.) 11.00 
6922 5.00 4 Pin Jumbo Gold (For 211 Etc.) 15.00 
7025 6.20 5 Pin (For 807) 3.00 

7 Pin (For6C33C-B) 4.50 
POWER VALVES Unit Price Qty Total Price Screening Can (For ECC83 Etc.) 2.00 
EL34/6CA7 7.50 Anode Connecter (For 807 Etc.) 1.50 
EL34 (Large Din) 8.50 Anode Connecter (For PL519 Etc,) 1.60 
EL84/6BQ5 4.00 Retainer (For 6L6WGC Etc.) 2.00 
E84U7189A 5.50 
KT66 9.20 
KT77 12.00 
KT88 12.50 MATCHING CHARGES £ 
KT88 (Gold Special) 19.80 POST & PACKING (UK) £3.00 
2A3 (4 or 8 Pin) 14.50 TOTAL EXC VAT £ 
211 22.00 

VAT @ 17.5% (UK/EEC ONLY) £ 
300B 50.50 
6C33C-B 27.00 

TOTAL TO PAY £ 

6L6GC 6.50 
6L6WGC/5881 8.00 
6V6GT 5.00 

Please make cheques payable to: 

6080 120 `CHELMER VALVE COMPANY' or pay by 

6146B 10..020 ACCESS/MASTERCARD/VISA Please give details: 

6336A 46.00 
6550A 11.00 
6550WA 13.50 
6550WB 13.50 SIGNATURE: EXP. DATE:   

758IA 11.00 NAME:  

807 8.00 ADDRESS:  

811A 10.50 
812A 34.00 

845 30.00   Post Code:   
Total carried forward ... 

VALVE AMPLIFIERS SOUND BETTER STILL WITH CVC PREMIUM VALVES!  

130 New London Road, Chelmsford, Essex. CM2 ORG. Tel: 01245 355296/265865 Fax: 01245 49006 
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